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tudents marched to
the cashier’s office

Thursday to

fee increases with

pay their
IOUs.

Cashiers accepted about 100

mock checks, made out to
Gov. Pete Wilson for $186,
but students still have to

fork over real money.

The demonstration

followed two days of

teach-ins and a march on
President Alistair

McCrone’s office. Page 3.
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Students protest fee increase, budget cuts
@ Teach-ins create a

forum for administrators
and professors to answer
students’ questions
about the budget.
By Heather Boling
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Protesting the 40 percent fee increase,
students organized a teach-in and walkout Sept. 23 and 24consisting ofspeeches,
rallies and marches.
After three hours of speeches in the
Quad last Wednesday, about 60 students

marched through Siemens Hall into HSU
President Alistair McCrone’s office.
McCrone, who was in a meeting, remained in his office while Vice Presidents Edward “Buzz” Webb and Don
Christensen talked with protesters.
McCrone said in a prepared statement
that students forced themselves into the
office, pushed the secretary aside, shouted
foul language, pounded on the walls and

misused state property.
“I am deeply concerned by these
abuses,” he said. “I very much hope that
the persons who participated in those
counter-productive actions will see fit,
both individually and collectivelly, to
apologize to the university communit
and to the individuals most directly affected by them.”
Students march
About 100 students

marched

Thurs-

day from the Quad to the cashiers’ office
to try and pay the $186 fee increase with

IOUs.
The cashiers accepted, but did not process, the IOUs, which were sent to all 20
CSU campuses by the California State
Student Association.
McCrone referred to the protest as “an-

other noisy and staff-intimidating protest.”

A crowd, that at times swelled to 200
people, listened to administrators, professors, students and community members give speeches on the Quad.

Speakers voice opinions

Speakers voiced opinions and informed
students about education and state bud-

et cuts, why fees were increased and
ow students, staff and faculty are affected.
Flyers passed out during the rallies
alleged the fee hike is illegal and cited

sections of the Higher Education Code as

P: roof.
Political science lecturer Dan Faulk said
Thursday the logical and practical course
of action for students and voters is to
recall Gov. Wilson. He also encouraged
students tobe active voters and let people
running for office know that votes count.
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub also encouraged students to vote onall levels for
candidates whocare about education. He
also advocated abolishing the two-thirds
majority vote required for the Legisla-

ture to pass the budget.
Administrators

not the enemy

Manuel Esteban, vice president for academic affairs, defended the administra-

tion, which became the target of verbal
attacks. He said the administration also

feels the effects of budget cuts.
To reduce spending, two vice presi-

dent positions were combined this summer, creating extra duties and responsi-

bilities for all vice presidents, Esteban

said.
“That work doesn’t disappear,”
Esteban said. “We didn’t get a salary cut
but we got more work.
“I realize you are angry, and you have
every right to be angry, but the faultis not

to be made here at HSU,” he said.
A.S. President Emma Young agreed
with Esteban that university officials were
not at fault.
“He (McCrone) is not our main enemy.

Our main enemy is the state legislature

LEE MCCORMACW/ THE LUMBERJACK

Students march

through Founder’s Hall Thursday on their way to pay fees.

and the (CSU) Board of Trustees,” Young

group, said CSSA representative Jason
Kirkpatrick.
Two students were arrested at San
Diego State University when about 150
people marched around the campus pe-

people aware was the first goal of the

See Protest, page 5

said. “We need to focus our energy toward Sacramento and Long Beach.”
A political action group has formed on
campus to deal with fee-increase issues.
Getting media attention and making

‘Noisy’ marchers attempt to pay fees with IOUs

@ Students voice their frustration
with Sacramento and the general
state of education by paying their
fees with lOUs.
By Heather Boling
(TUMBERJACK STAFF

Carrying signs and chanting “No way, we won't
pay,” about 100 students marched to the HSU cashiers’
Thursday to pay the 40 percent fee increase —
a
with IOUs.
The march was part of a two-day teach-in organized
to inform students about the fee increase and allow
professors and administrators to answer questions on
the subject.
The protestors started in the Quad, marched through
Founders Hall and down to the cashiers’ office in
ng
Student and Business Services building, enco
other students along the way to not pay the $186 fee

™Toudly

voi

voicing their r frustrationon anand anger,, thonthe

the
testers ccowded outside the cashier's window
second floor. In a prepared statement, HSU President
Alistair McCrone referred to the protest as “noisy arid
staff intimidating.”

L

The noise and confusion forced the early closure of

the Financial Aid Office and forced third-floor workers
to take refuge behind locked doors.
Natural resources senior Dan Close, indicating that
rowdy behavior could be counterproductive, eventually quieted the crowd and urged students to sign the
and give them to the cashiers.
1OUs
“We need to be really polite, because they are going
to accept our IOUs,” Close said.
The cashiers accepted about 100, but did not process
them.
“ee | are not negotiable,” said Inez Orlandi, supervisor of cashiering and registration. “The IOU means
nothing.”
[OUs turned in were mock checks made out to
The
Gov. Pete Wilson and Assembly Speaker Willie Brown.
The California State Student Association sent IOUs to
all 20 CSU campuses, which students distributed at the
teach-in
Donna Sorensen, director of fiscal affairs, said stu-

dents who do not pay the $186 fee increase by the Oct.

14 deadline will be charged a $15 late fee and have a
hold placed on all university services.
not have access to their
With a hold, students
transcripts and will be prohibited from registering in
the spring.

A second bill will be sent as a warni
dents are disenrolled from their current

before stu-

“We are trying to be as accommodating and flexible

as possible,” Sonrensen said:

otis Close, natural resources senior, speaks to
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After students learn how to decipher many of the

Interdisciplinary studies Professor Tom Jones will
ive the last three of six free lectures on Maya
eroglyphic Writing, starting on Oct. 9.

glyphs they then learn the sounds that each part of
a single glyph represents in order to form Mayan

The free lectures are included in a series of three
successive weekend workshops Jones has been

:
The Mayan carvings, which date from the
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more than a dozen times and has been studying ancient Maya civilization and its writings
since 1975.

He has taught classes at HSU on the Mayan
calendar and writing system and the history of
various Mayan archaeological sites. He and his
wife Carolyn also edit the reports from the
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The carvings describe genealogy, military
conquests and humiliation of enemies and
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their rulers. They also describe rituals observed by the Mayan people, Jones said.

Lectures include:
e “Building Dynastic Histories: The Scholar’s
Use of Relationship Glyphs,” Oct. 9, traces the
dynastic history of archeological sites and the
descendents and ancestors of the Maya rulers.
e “The Fish-Head Glyp h: Sense or Just Sound,” Oct.
16, the examination of a shark’s head glyph on which

annual Advanced Seminars on Maya Hieroglyph-

ics held at the University of Texas, where he has
been on the teaching staff since 1985.
The workshops are “introducing people to the
nature of hieroglyphs in an atmosphere that is both

intellectually challenging and pleasurable,” Jones said.
Workshop participants are taught the fundamentals of the
Mayan calendar and learn to analyze other inscriptions structurally, in order to reveal their syntax and grammatical parts,

Jones has done special research and made discoveries of his
own.

e “Maya History: An Overview,” Oct. 23.

Long-range plan to focus on goals of the university
achieve them, Bicknell said.
Bicknell said the proposed document
will be comprised of four sections.
The first will provide an institutional
analysis of the university, including a
description of its environment, students,
and philosophical and academic
strengths and weaknesses.
Esteban said section two will concen-

By Brandye Alexander
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU’s proposed long-range academic
plan was sent back to the drawing board
after a committee spent months agonizing over the document this summer.
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Manuel Esteban and the staff of the Office
of Academic Affairs is putting a new
outline together to determine the structure of the new plan to be drafted by the
Academic Resources Allocating Committee (ARAC).
Susan Bicknell, dean of graduate studies and research, said the plan sent to the
Academic

Senate in May

management

was a

document

trate on “where we are now.”

The third section will outline how the

committee

wishes

to maintain

the

“Humboldt spirit” and set other goals

for the university.

The last section will focus
be taken in the event of a
methods for achieving the
lined in previous sections.
The thrust of the fourth

crisis

concerned

mainly with the budget situation.

on steps to
crisis and
goals outsection is

“keeping our head up and our vision
focused, even in the midst of a crisis,”
Bicknell said.

The committee decided a more posi-

tive document was needed to describe
the goals of the university and how to

“It wasn’t a bad document,” Esteban
said. “It was just put together in a mo-

orities are going to have to be laid out,”
Goodman said. “General education
courses and major courses need to be
equal; they should go hand-in-hand.”
plan drafted last
Goodman said
spring created insecurities for programs
low on the priority list. Esteban said this
will be a consideration of the new docu-

ment of crisis.”
The new document will not emerge as
a result of the budget crisis, but as part of
a thought-out process, Esteban said. But
the budget will still be aconcern. The new
lan will describe “what constitutes
umboldt State and makes us one of the ment.
After Esteban’s staff completes the outbest universities in the region,” he said.
Although the final format of the plan is line, ARAC will draft the new plan. The
still uncertain, Esteban hopes it will de- committee includes two student represcribe the present state of the university sentatives.
Once completed, the plan will be subve for the next5to 10
and ser
asa blueprint
ject to the approval of the Academic Senars.
ident Alistair McCrone.
Michael Goodman, chair of the Aca- ate and HS
“Sometimes the hardest work and
demic Senate, said the tone of the proposed plan didn’t reflect the thinking of greatest amount of time lead to nowhere,”
the committee. A major bone of conten- said Goodman of the defeat of the first
tion was whether to put general educa- proposal. He is ore the new plan
will “serve us well and keep us at the top
tion or major programs first, he said.
“If the document is going to work, pri- of the CSU system in terms of quality.”
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the students marched onto the

ramps of Interstate 8, police of-

Vice

President of

Academic Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb

answers questions from students at the teach-in Wednesday.

LA

had been closed because of

budget cuts.

° Section 66156 states, “In
order to avoid disrupting
family and student expecta-

tions and ongoing institutional programs, all mandatory systemwide student
fees...shall be fixed at least
10 months prior to the fall
term in which they become
effective.” The increase was
just recently passed and the
deadline to pay is Oct. 14.

suit against the state for a
refund of the fee increase.

activist Deborah Katz in a tele-

The fee increase may be
posh = because it possibly

phone interview from SDSU.
“Our greatest weapons and our
greatest tools are information
and knowledge and voting

violates sections of the
Higher Education Code.
Some of these sections in-

power.”

clude:

Defense fund established
San Diego State’s A'S. is establishing a Legal Defense Fund
tobail out the students and aide
them in a fight to have the
charges dropped.
About 2,000 students participated in the San Francisco State
University teach-in, which was
the largest of all the CSU pro-

¢ Section

al

that were re-opened after they

Association representative
Jason Kirkpatrick and other
HSU students mayfilealaw-

“Wehavetotake
responsibility for ourselves,” said student

THE LUMBERJACK

ill

California State Student

ficers blocked the ramps with
squad cars and pushed marchers back with nightsticks.

ON/

a

66154

states

there is “...a prohibition

may

against the imposition of
mandatory systemwide stu-

Section 66160 states fees
be increased “by an

amount not to exceed 10 percent of the amount of the fee
fixed for the prior year.”

dent fees upon resident students for purposes of pro-

ducing revenues to offset the
costs related to instruction...” The 40 percent in-

The group is currently
looking for a lawyer to take

crease is to pay for theclasses

up the cause.

tests.
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u

Math students enslaved by

endless lists of equations can
look forward to a change in curriculum.
Two HSU math professors,
Phyllis Chinn and Dale Oliver,
have received a $1.18 million
rant from the National Science
oundation to start amath training program at HSU. Their goal
is to help revolutionize the way
math is taught in grades K-8 in
California, and eventually across
the United States.
“There is a large gap between
the way (new teachers) arelearn-

ing mathematics themselves and
the way they are expected to
teach,” according to the 40-page
grant proposal submitted to the

NSF.

Chinn and Oliver will try to

fill this gap by holding summer

workshops at HSU to teach college math professors holistic,
hands-on tools for teaching

math. The professorscan return
to their schools and pass the reforms on to future K-8 teachers
who, in turn, can implement
them in California’sclassrooms.
“Kids are not viewing math as
relevant to their own experience
in their own world,” Chinn said.
“The idea is to provide real-life
situations as the motivation for

math. Right now it’s the other
way around.”
The HSU workshops are a response to the state Board of
Education's call for sweeping
reforms in K-12 education. In
mathematics, the reforms include weaving together the various “strands” of math, such as
functions, geometry and logic,
into one problem that students

can readily relate to.

The math of the future can
teach students how to build a
better cereal box. For example,
Oliver has developed and tested
amathexercise in which eighthgraders are challenged to design
a more efficient cereal box by
students
changing the shaThepe.

must utilize the strands of solid

geometry, statistics and measurement to create a box that
packages more using less material.

“Instead of teaching kids spe-

cific, rigid rules about congruent triangles, you get them to

MEG LAWS THE LUMBERJACK

Professor Phyilis
Chinn and Ass istant Professor Dale Oliver, both of the Mathematics Department,
use yarn to demonstrate geometric properties In their hands-on approach to math.

stand upand hold strings to form

the triangles and then discuss
t,”
why they are congruenOliver

said.
Chinn approached Oliver last
October with the idea of starting
the workshops. By January they
had submitted a grant proposal
to the NSF.
“Apparently NSF agreed there
was a need and that we were

people whocould dosomething
about it,” Chinn said. “It’s very
exciting.

“It's a massive, massive undertaking. It’s both fun and
to think about what we’ve
promised to do,” she said.

st ce

The workshops will be held
The
over the next three summers.
first year, representatives from
each of the CSU math departments will attend the training
sessions. By the third year the
workshops will have hosted

system,

system,

tie

two-and four-year schools across

the state.

Chinn and Oliver will submit
project
the results of the training

to the NSF.
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Native Americans run through 13 states promoting unity
@ Red Nations Runners raise
consciousness running through northern
states and talking to more than 40
different Native American tribes.
By Dioscoro R. Recio

(UMBERJACK STAFFS
The Red Nations Runners
took a pit stop Friday in the
Quad to promote unity and
share indigenous culture.
Members of Red Nations, a
group made up of many Native
American tribes, have run
through 13 northern states. They
are running to raise conscious-

ness in declaring indigenous
ople a sovereign

nation,

chances of competing

in the

which would enhance

their

Olympic games.
The rally highlighted the talents of the Red Nations drum
corps, which performed traditional songs, the appreciation

a

people have been talking about
it. We decided to do it.”
The course started in New
York on June 15. Each runner
treks a one mile relay and then
tags the next runner. Runners

log five to 10 miles per day. The
groupison its final leg, and hopes
to reach its Los Angeles destina-

tion by Oct. 10.
The journey has been a
struggle tomaintainmomentum,

as the number of participants
has ranged from five to as many
as 30.
“I am a Southern Cheyenne

and black,” said Ken Duhart,
who joined the event in South

Dakota. “I’m a descendent of the
Black Jack tribe, which resides in

Clearwater, Oklahoma.

song and a dedication to political prisoner Leonard Peltier.
“Weare here to promote unity
among all of God’s children,”

day is different”

said Red Nations organizer
Kelly Lookinghorse. “Too many

Humboldt County Red Nations stayed with the Hupa tribe

“T’mona spiritual cleansing to
re-establish my soul and identity,” he said. “It’s alive, each

where 15 members partcipated
in the trip. The course
has passed
through 27 reservations and introduced the group to 40 tribes
in 13 states.
“Everything is going pretty
good,”
Lookinghorse said. “A
broad diversity of many people
are represented here.”
Yuri Kotenko, a Russian citizen, heard about the run in New
York and has kept pace ever
since.

His eagerness to learn first
hand of Native American culture has inspired him to persevere, even with his heavy Russian accent.
“This is my dream come true,”

said Kotenko, who also participated in the drum and song
group. “Ihaveread many books,
but never thought I’d get a
chance to do something like
this.”
Kotenko said there are ap-

proximately 500 Russian Indians wholive in the same fashion
as North American Indians
“I thought the performance
was great,” said fisheries senior
Trevor Lucas. “The government
has pretty much ignored them
and it is important for people to

realize their struggles.”

J

DREW SHULTZ/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Rodney Weiser March, member of the Shoshoni-Bannock
Nation, performs a traditional grass dance on the Quad Friday.
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HSU invites
parents to visit
By Gini Berquist
AGAINST THE FIRES OF HELL, by
T.M. Hawley, $23.95. The capping of
the burning oil wells in Kuwait after the
Gulf War was the greatest firefighting

LUMBERJACK STAFF

oO
ical
s
that
renal from the war. This book
b
presents a powerful case against war
as an option in the modern age.
MATING, by Norman Rush, $12.00. A
novel in the voice of an eccentric
woman anthropologist at loose ends

Clean your rooms and hide
your roommates — mom and
dad are coming to visit.
This weekend is Parent’s
Weekend, “a chance to showcase HSU to parents and a
chance for parents to visit their
students and take in the splen-

her pursuit of the charismatic builder

Trepiak, associate athletic direc-

Sry prt of te scclegioal problems al

in Botswana, in Southern Africa, and

of a solar-powered women's village in

the Kalahari. Articulate, quirky, deeply

detailed in southern African native and

White cultures as well as development
issues, this origional book won a
National Book Award.

DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA, by

Margaret Busby, $35.00. The most

comprehensive anthology ever

attempted of oral and written literature
by women of African descent, the
world over throughout the ages.
A NEW GEOGRAPHY
OF POETS,
$14.95. Anew compilation of
poets
arranged
by regions in the
U.S See
the country SAAAPLACE by idartn Sprous

dor of the area,” said Tom

tor at HSU and one of the plan-

ners of the weekend.
This is the first time a parent’s
weekend has ever been tried at
HSU. The idea was inspired by
parents who have attended HSU
programs such as H.O.P. and
Humboldt Preview, and eagerly
asked, “What's the next event

we can attend?”
“It’s been an idea we've had

(at the athletic department) for
acouple of years,” Trepiak said.

“Several of the coaching staff
have been involved in these
weekends, and it would come
up at staff meetings.”
Invitations were sent to the

parents of students age 22 and

younger, but other parents —

especially those in the local com-

munity — are encouraged to attend.
Events planned include a reception at Plaza Grill, a brunch,

a golf tournament and a choice

of either a faculty recital or the
HSU football game. Parents who
arrive early enough on Friday
are encouraged to join their sons
and daughters in class.
A number of hotels in Arcata
and Eureka have joined with

HSU to offer special weekend

rates and meal plans to visiting

parents.
“It could turn into an annual
affair which would benefit everyone,” Trepiak said.

82 Shattuck Square, #4

(510) 841-1037
SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702
(415) 391-8407
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Associated Students faced se-

rious criticism for its stance on

the Timber Harvest Plan at its
meeting Monday.
The THP involves 83 acres of
forest behind HSU. It is owned

by the McDowell family, who
faced steep inheritance taxes on
the property when the original
owner died. The family hired an
independent forester to develop
a Timber Harvest Plan.
A.S. was first rebuked for its

FREE
DESK
Cwinner

crawn

will

Sept.

808 G Street

&

boring forest to the students at

HSU.
In other business:
AS. criticized itself for some
of the unplanned events that
arose from the teach-in last
Wednesday.

While the teach-in itself was

an A.S.-sponsored

riod for the THP.
Roughly 23 members of the
Forestry Club and other forestry

ensuing sit-in was not. A.S.
President Emma Young re-

and natural resources students

attended the meeting. Michael
Atkins, forestry major, said on

behalf ofthe group that the group

is misrepresented and he is
against the actions of A.S.
“We are not permanent citi-

A.S. responded
not condemn the
asked only for an
public comment

by saying it did
THP, it instead
extension of the
period.

event, the

march to McCrone’s office and

ported that McCrone mentioned
some of the students pushed

faculty members and shouted
profanities.

“Itisanembarrassmenttome,
as A.S.

president,” Young said

during her reports.
Lael Sheber, student affairs
vice president, felt “disgusted”
by the actions of those students
and also “embarrassed to be a
part of the A.S.
“It was disrespectful to speakers speaking after him,” Sheber
said about the speaker who led
the march to McCrone’s office.
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“We did not debate the legitimacy of the THP,” said Christopher Little, behavioral and social sciences representative.He
argued that the decision was
based more on the value of the
“intrinsic beauty” of the neigh-

resolution asking for an extension on the public comment pe-

come
in to
sign up for
desk raffie

Low cost one-way fares available.
Eurail passes issued on the spot!

ROUNDTRIP FROM

By Gini Berquist
LUMBERJACK S

us are only here nine months of
the year. For us to get involved in
a land issue is wrong. Very, very
wrong.”

mischeif
and revenge.

BERKELEY

criticized at meeting

zens of Arcata,” he said. “Most of

$12.00. Anecdotes
of dissatisfaction,
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Trio working to return prisoners of war
@ Two HSU students, accompanied by a
friend, will encourage President Bush to
pursue the return of captives believed to
be in Southeast Asia.

behind and we have to bring
them home.”
The Reynolds’ have been married for 10 years and although
Debbe did not serve in the war,
Brad said she has earned her
stripes.

Washington, D.C., on Veterans

“Any woman who is married
the road,” said Campbell in a
to
a soldier is one herself, bepress release. “We put a lot of
cause
she has to put up with our
time and effort into the bus. I
moods, dreams and nighthope we don’t have any probmares,” he said.
lems.”
Reveille, a newsletter that the
If any vehicle problems occur,
edit and publish for
Reynolds’
the bus is equipped with extra
veterans in the community, is
parts. The group has alsodeveloped a code of conduct to deal _ the focal point of much of their
with conflict and mood swings _ expression. Reveille provides information on legislation pertainduring the 35-day trip.
ing toveteransand Veterans AdThe couple and Campbell are
ministration actions.
bringing 4,000 signatures gathThe foundation for the awareered in Humboldt County urgness trip was cemented when
ing President Bush to pursue the
the Reynolds’ and Campbell met
return of American captives beat the traveling replica of the
lieved to be in southeast Asia.
Vietnam Memorial Wall in Eu“We are focusing onthe POW

Day at

issue —

By Diescoro
R. Reclo

Three Humboldt County residents who reject official explanations about missing soldiers
from the Vietnam War are taking to the road to raise awareness of the POW/MIA issue.
HSU journalism students Brad

and Debbe Reynolds and Vietnam veteran Doug Campbell
are
scheduled to leave Wes Green
Landscaping in Arcata on Saturday at noon. The awareness trip
will take them through eight
states and will culminate in
the 10th anniv:

cel-

ebration of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall.
“The war won’t end until the
last soldier comes home,” said
Brad Reynolds, who served in
the Marine Corps in Vietnam in
1967-68. “The worst thing about
war is to be crippled or left behind. Death is part of life. We
were trained not to worry about

life. But we were not trained to
be forgotten.”

The trio will travel across the

country in a 40-foot school bus

that has been converted into a
self-contained home. Painted
blue, gray and black, the bus is
easily recognizable, with huge
POW/MIA flags.
“Thanks to many generous
donors, we are prepared to meet

no other,” Campbell

said. “Weare non-political,nondenominational and do not advocate violence of any kind.”
ee
the route, the big blue
bus will be greeted by veterans’
_
and concerned citizens
m 19 cities.
“It’s going to be very scary,
because I don’t know who we
are poing torun into,” Brad said.
“If Isaw someone that I shared
the same foxhole with, I’d be
pretty scared. I would not know
what to say.”

Debbe Reynolds said the purpose of the trip is not to blame
anyone for the soldiers left behind, but to get at the truth.
“There is no reason to kee
this a secret anymore,” she said.
“Our issue is that we left people

_reka last January.

Campbell, a steel framer from

Garberville
and longtime POW /
MIA advocate, said he was mo-

tivated to initiate the journey

when he met families that lost
their sons or brothers in the war.
“There was tremendous cour-

agethesepeoplewere showing,”
said Campbell, who writes i.
Reveille. “I thought I'd seen alot
of courage in Vietnam, but these
people showed me the kind it
takes to live with the reality.”
Even though the U.S. govern-

ment declared in 1973 that all
American soldiers in Vietnam
had been either killed or sent
home, these three have a hard

time believing it.
The importance
of pushing the
POW/

accountability is vi-

bs ae
=

JEFF SCHWARTZ
THE LUMBERJACK

Doug Campbell and Brad and Debbe Reynolds will travel
across the country in a converted bus to further their cause.
the issue will die. Family,
tal because the U.S. government
is steadfast on normalizing rela- _ friends and veterans will never
know what happened to their
tions with Vietnam bynext year,
men.
Campbell said.
“It’s not that we are against
“The POW/MIAsare the only

bargaining tool we have left to
make

sure that Vietnamese,

normalizing relations with Viet-

nam,” he said. “We just want to

make sure that we are making
Cambodianand Laotiangovernments account for what hap- _ the best efforts possible to find
outwhat happened to our misspened to these people,” he said.
“When it's done, it's done, and _ ing brothers.”

Hemp festival educates with music, fashion
By Teri Carnicelli
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A large turnout at last weekend’s
Hemp Fest West in Redwood Park may
signal increased interest in hemp prod-

ucts, despite a token protest by antihemp demonstrators.

The festival was organized to promote the economicand agricultural uses
of hemp t.ver.
Hemp fiber is produced from the
marijuana plant.
About eight festival protesters, inaret Stafford, secretary for
cluding
Concerned Citizens For Arcata, arrived
at 10 a.m., stationed themselves at the
bottom of the hill, and left about an
hour later.
“We didn’t want to devote too much
of our valuable time to (protesting the
festival),” Stafford said.
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub was
scheduled to speak at noon, but had to
cancel because of illness. Speaking in-

stead at noon was Steve Orgel from the

distributor
House of Hemp, a national
of hemp fabric.
“We're growing it for rope, not dope,”
Orgel said. “For hemp, the most useful
plantin nature, not to be grown here by
the stupidest thing
American farmersis

PAUL OHNERSORGEN
THE LUMBERJACK

Hundreds of people enjoy the sun and entertainment at Hemp Fest West
(above). Fashion model, Jerry, displays a flag made of the controversial fiber.

I’ve ever heard of.”
Humboldt County is one of House of

Hemp’s largest buyers of the

fabric,

Constitution printed on hemp paper.
__By 1 p.m. there were approximately

500 people in the park, with a continuous

in. At its
peak the
Joe Symanzik said. stream still flo
Hemp Fest
people.
0
5
,
1
nearly
entert
festival
hemp prod- _
selling
There were
The Arcata Police Department staucts, including clothing an copiesof the

PAUL OHNERSORGEN THE LUMBERJACK

tioned several officers at the park. Officers on the scene

no arrests.

“I think we did pretty well,” Symanzik

said. “It came out as well as can be ex-

considering the time and the

money put into it.”
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Community recovers
from April's temblors
on one residence, said that it
was flat on the ground and
had to be lifted up five feet in
order to replace the founda-

@ Despite
financial and

emotional turmoil,

tion.

residents are

optimistic.
By Dawn Hobbs

TUMBERJACK
STAFF
OOS~S
Almost
six monthsafter last
April’searthquakes, Ferndale
families and businesses are
still recuperating.
Ferndale suffered extensive
damage from the 7.1, 6.6 and
6.7 temblors of April 25 and
26, which hit during the
town’s “Best of the West” festival. Total damage figures
incurred by the town have
not yet been compiled.
Throughout the Victorian
village, construction workers
are re
g buildings,
man
of which are still aband
‘
One family planned to
move into their recently purchased house on Main Street
the day of the
quake. The
house was knocked off its
foundation onto an oil-fired
see ig
e
people who bought
this howe remodeled ea
sively inside,” said Ken
Meeks of George J. Kurwitz
General Contracting. “They
were ready to move in the

day of the quake —rightafter
the parade. As you can see
they weren’t able to.”
Meeks and co-worker Mel

The GoldenGait Mercantile,
a general merchandise and
antique store built in 1892,
serves as business and residence to owners Sandra and
Marlin Mesman.
“It’s like having all of your
eggs in one basket and somethe basket,” Marbody
itis ead —
said.
Total damage figures to the
building have not been assessed, but Marlin said repairs
and inventory replacement
will cost at least $37,000.
The Mesman’s earthquake
coverage covers 10 percent of
the damage

incurred, unless

the building is totally destroyed.

“It might have been better if
the whole building had come
down because then it would
have been covered by the
earthquake insurance,” Sandra
said. “Instead, here we sit with
baling wire and twine.”
prevent extensive invenTo
tory loss in the event of another quake, the shelves are
now bolted to the walls and
have wires attached tothe front
to prevent merchandise from
falling.
Sandra expressed anger at
the way the Humboldt County

quakes are being compared to
other recent disasters.
“When people have to

See Quake, page 12

Richy, who are still working

Ferndale Inn owner rebuilds
By Dawn Hobbs

The day after April’s earthquakes, Danielle Gyurik, owner
of the Ferndale Inn, received a
jar of honey made by her 70year-old neighbor.
“When he brought me the
honey that just sort of said it all
for me,” Gyurik said, referring
to how the town’s people care
for each other.
“Ferndale is truly a place
where people pull together and
have a sense of each other. If I
had to be in another disaster, I
wouldn’t rather be anywhere
else in the world,” she said.
One of Gyurik’s two Victorian buildings, which were built
in the late 1800s, was knocked
three feet off its foundation by

the 6.7 temblor on April 26.

“It hung over the retaining

wall and was ready to go in the
creek until we pulled it over
about seven feet,” said Ron
Campbell, owner of SantaCruzbased Fresno House Movers.
Damage to the inn is estimated
at $100,000, none of which will
be covered by state or federal
aid.
“Some oo just lost their
house and they’re receiving
money. I lost my house and my
job, but they (Federal Emerncy Management Agency)
just consider it a business in-

stead of where I also live,”
ee
said. _
=
Gyurik is s
ven though

waiting fora loan from the Small

Administration,
Business
Campbell lifted the inn back on
stable ground and is proceeding with the rebuilding.
“She was really stressed and
told us to wait. I said, ‘That's
OK. Itwilljusttakea littlelonger
ll
“She
to pay me,” Campbesaid.
(Gyurik) has been hit especially

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

Ferndale inn owner Danielle Gyurik emphasized the importance
of an adequate water supply for earthquake preparation.

hard because this is her livelihood.”
In addition to the lift, the inn
needed

a new

foundation,

floors, fixtures, plumbing and
wiring.
The inn should
be read
to re-open this month, G
said.
Gyurik still has her bed in
her car along with rice and
beans, a first aid kit and jugs of
water.
“It's like starting over,” she
said. “You have the frame of
the place, but my kitchen’s in
the creek.”

Campbell, whohaslifted a
proximately 35 houses in the
area, attributed much of the
es = lack = approstandards.
priate

““These lociee were built

when standards weren’t
tough,” he said.
umboldt County building requirements still aren’t as
great as the requirements in
the Bay Area. Some of these

houses
will get knocked down
again (by another earthquake)
because of Humboldt County

standards,” Campbell said.
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Broken community picks up the pieces
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(left) and Ryan will be the fourth
generation
to live in the house,

which is more than 60 years old.

Z
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Jim Bales, right, replaces one of the many glass panes lost

quakes. Ferndale residents Ken
, Stand on what used to be a back
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HSU student files suit against

Quake
© Continued from page 10
—_ your pain on a scale
of one to 10, something is
wrong,” Sandra said. “Life

shouldn't be approached in
this way. You should never

same block as the Griggs’.
“Tim would goup thestreet
to check on our elderly neighbors to make sure no one fell
down or had a heart attack,”
Margaret said. “He would
each house
talk to everyoneat

Hoopa Valley Tribal Council
against employees who refuse

@ Plaintiff Troy

to be tested.

Fletcher claims the

judge the level of someone’s
suffering.
:

after each quake.”
The front of the Griggs’

make sense, I’m just tired of
hearing, ‘Oh, you made out
pretty good,’ because we

damage, with portions of it
moving six to eight inches,

employees is

the house.

unconstitutional.

“I'm not asking for it to

didn’t,” she said. “I’m still
stressed. [don’t plan on stay-

ing here forever any more. I
can’t.”

Margaret and Tim Griggs
and their three children live

ina hundred-year-old house
which has been in the family

for three generations.
When the quake hit, Margaret said she pulled the boys
to the floor and laid on top of
them.
Her daughter was in another room under a desk.
Tim’s relatives arrived after the 4:05 a.m. quake after
spending the night in a shelter.

There are also a lot of elderly people that live on the

house

sustained

the most

causing stress to the rest of

Thestate assessed the damage at $20,000, but they re-

ceived astate insuranceclaim
for $14,000.
The repairs are near
completion

and

“we

feel

retty comfortable and feel

ike we'll stay up,” Margaret
said. “We have moreconcrete

now than you could imagine.

“As much of an inconve-

nience as it has been, we're
thankful. We can’t complain
— there's a lot of people still

council's random

drug testing of

rights as other U.S. citizens.”

By Fernando M. Aguire
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Two Hoopa Valley employees have begun

legal action

against the Hoopa Valley Tribal
Council, alleging that random
drug testing of tribal employees
is unconstitutional.
Troy Fletcher, a fishery technician and Hoopa Valley employee, is one of the employees
who filed suit against the coun-

outoftheir homes,” said Mar-

cil.

arrival of another baby next
month.

testing is unconstitutional,”
Fletcher said. “They’re not acting as a responsible govern-

garet, who is expecting the
“This baby’s been through
quite a lot already,” she said.

Park-N-Sell
Commissions

OPEN DAILY

Automobiles TruckseR.V.'s*Motorcycles:Boats
Humboldt County’s “For Sale By Owner Lot”

$99 month space fee

14th & Broadway¢ Eureka ° 442-2471

When the weather turns chilly, it's
still Birkenstock®time. Add a pair
MA. of your favorite socks and let the

Original Contoured Footbed

Fletcher said he is not opposed toa drug-free work place,
but when secretaries, bookkeepers and fishery technicians are
being tested, it shows “these
peopledon’thave thesamecivil
Tribal Councilman

According to court records
signee Pr Gale Tribal Judge
ichael D. Golden on May 1,
the Tribal Council entered into
an agreement with the employees who filed suit against random and baseline drug testing.
The document states that the
council will refrain from random and baseline drug testing.
The council reserved

E.

Armand III said “safety sensi-

tive” must be defined.
tothe
drivesist
“Our reception
it’s
and
day,
a
post office twice
try
not uncommon for a fores
secretary

come

to

here,”

Armand said. “We deal with
legislation, county and state

governments.

Information is

sensitive to the tribe. It comes
through the secretary. She receives the fax and transmits the
information,” he said.
Chairman of the Hoopa Valley Tribal Council, Dale Risling
Sr., said Fletcher’s job in the

“Thecouncil’s method of drug

ment.”

Juan

fishery is safety sensitive.
“The fish is an integral part of
our religious ceremony and our

diet. He works on a boat with
gill netsand can becomeinjured.
He drives a four-wheel tribal
vehicle on rough terrain,” he
said.

the right

to drug test employees in “safety
sensitive” positions, including
bus drivers, officers carryin

firearms and loggers involve
in hazardous operations, until a
further court hearing.
Thecourt documentalso indicated the Tribal Council assured
the court it will not take action

Fletcher said the council has

filed a motion to dismiss the
case.

“We are just waiting to go to

trial. Some people have taken
the test because they don’t know

what their rights are.

“A lot of people would say

we're ignorant of the situation,
and that we have something to

hide, implying drug use,”
Fletcher said. “That's far from
the truth. This is a civil rights
issue. The impact could be felt
across the nation.
“We are willing to take it as

ai
a
Aaaa

aD

Study Smart with Cliffs StudyWare®
|

far as it goes,” Fletcher said.
“We're going to make more and
more noise. Their tactics have
been to draw us out financially.

If we lose Tribal Court, we'll take

it to Federal Court in San Francisco.”
He said the Tribal Council re-

quested Judge Golden be removed from the case because
the judge knew the council had
violated

the agreement.

He said the council is “judgeshopping.”
e’re not saying that people
cannot take drugs, though we
wish they wouldn’t,” Armand
said. “We're saying they can’t
take drugs and work for the
tribe.”
Armand said a lot of people
are hiding behind civil rights.
“I'malso subjected to random
drug testing, and I don’t feel I’m
being violated,” he said.
Armand said the drug testing
policy was approved by the
Valley tribal members.
Hoopa
“The council is acting on the
wishes of the people,” he said.
“If any of this is not viewed as
legal by the Tribal Court, then
we'll have to live with that.”
Tribal Councilman Walter
Gray said he doesn’t believe
Judge Golden would have been
biased in making his decision,
because Golden is also subject to
the same drug testing policy.
Golden removed himself from
the case.
“We've got someone from the
outside who doesn’t live here
and is not going to be affected,”
Gray said, referring to Judge
Elizabeth Fry from Coleville,

Wasington, who will replace
Golden.

The Hoopa Tribal Constitution states: “The powers of self-

government shall not violate the

right of the people tobe secure in
their persons, houses, papersand
vuects against unreasonable
search and seizures...”
Gray said the law prohibits
the council from legislating illegal seizures.
He said it does not prohibit
the council from passing laws
for the tribe.

Gray said the Hoopa Valley
Tribe will drug test everyone
“from the council to the man in
the ditch.”
Fletcher said he has been
equal.
created ne
taughteviseryo
down the road they
(the council) won’t like people

@ Program includes interactive computer software and Cliffs Test
Preparation Guide
@ Most comprehensive
study guide on the market

@ In addition to GRE, available for Enhanced ACT, SAT, GMAT and LSAT

@ Compatible with VGA, EGA, CGA and Hercules
@ Mouse compatible/pull-down
menus

@ Immediate feedback
@ Fun and easy to use © Color graphics

QUIRS Soatiphiare’
HSU Bookstore

who voice their opinions,” he
said.
Fletcher said his supervisor,
from the
because of pressure
council, had threatened to fire
him.
“Not anymore, because I’ve
gone public,” Fletcher said. “We
s
from
want to protect individual

retaliation.”

Risling said no one has been

reprimanded or harrassed.
council is not

after anyone oe
ts are
eo

to go

their

ted,” he
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City officials searching for regional
solution to urban camper problem

Citizens who

want

Se

akens

the zon-

a

ve there,

alsometwithachapter of the local homeless task
force and Eureka
city officials to
determine a regional policy.
“The idea was to start disa regional plan as to
how
will address issues
and coordinate
bilities,
priorities and resources,” Cansaid.
also said she will be looking at policies other cities and
counties have successfully
implemented.
or
to work,
Canning
said, “It is im
t

week to discussalternative
sites
for the
number :
cam
sta
on a private

one strip of land north of
Clam Beach.
Potential sites will be evalu-

fire

tions and en-

vironmental
impact, said
Arcata City Councilmember
Lynne Canning.

to understand the diversityof

the

people (camping) and to in-

what it would

with their
fears.”

permits to legitimize their stay"he said.
on the pr

eviction from Arcata Commu-

land (use) issue is just
one of several connected with
the
matters
of
other
homelessness situation,” he said.

iuile Gs oath
hopes, concerns and

nity Forest three weeks ago, is

also in a coastal zone.

Canning said the numerous

said,
county is looking at
the legal,
or should I say illegal,
aspects (of the campers

were i

Humboldt County Fifth Dis-

trict ps

sco

Anna Sparks

Stanson’s property)
rein violation

on

—

ofevery

ps fs have down there.”

Complaint forms

land-use violations were sent to
Clam Beach residents twoweeks

ago and are “trickling back in,”
said

Steve

Warner

of

the

Humboldt County Planning

The apes are exploring

The Video

.

“But now you can’t even stop
on the side of the road and sleep
undera tree. This makes it difficult for people who choose to
live outside or for people who

G St., charges $3 for new re-

For those who have been
wanting to watch films they
missed at the theater, renting
movies and VCRs
provide a
handy and conidilaaitee al-

Tuesdays, Wednesdays
Thursdays, two movies
$3. All children’s and
tional Geographic films
$1

Rev. Eric Duff of St. Alban’s
Church said liaisons have been
established with the campers to
deal with trash, portable toilets
and social service applications.

day for new releases. Other
films are $2.50 for two days.
Figueiredo’s also has a good
selection of a
films.
On Fridaysand Saturdays,
VCRs are $9.95, which includes two free movie rent-

als. The rest of the week the

cay tueaslmecouan

City Halls and the County
Clerk’s office in Eureka.
Forms must be returned

to the clerk’s office or postmarked by Oct. 5.
Aconfirmationcard
will
be mailed about two
weeks after
tration,

followed by a sample ballot with the locationof the

voter's polling place.

More information is
available
from the Coun
Clerk’s office at 445-7455.
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° Engineering ¢ Drafting & Surveying

your junk

in the ’Jack
classifieds

SERVICES

Ellis Art & Engineering Supplies

MT Video,160 Westwood
Center, off Alliance Road,

charges $3.15 for new releases
for other

Art & Graphic + Office

* Blueprinting » Xerox Engineering Copies

price is $6.95.

$2.25

libraries,

ELLIS IS THE PLACE

and
are
Naare

price includes one free video.
On Fridays
and Saturdays the

and

at

SFAALASPGAAAMOPOAR IIS SGARA

VCR rentals are $4.95. The

Valley Video 5000 Valley West
Bivd., c
$3 for new releases and $2 for other movies.
There are $1 specials all week.
Monday through Thursda
VCR rentals are $5 with a
cent discount on any movie. On
weekends and holidays the cost
is $10, including two movies

ies, 1242 G St., charges $3 a

on forms are
available

said

have to,”

leases and $2 for other films.

price is $6.95.

must register
by Monday.

ience, 400

By Fernando
M. Aguirre
TMSERIACK
STAFF OOCOC~CS

Figueiredo’s Video Mov-

camel

tions are “

ing. We'reclearly
over
but on the other hand, in the
days when you could live anywhere, things were done that

Cheap VCR and movie rentals found

ternative.

take to obtain

401 5th Street, Downtown Eureka * 707.445.9050

films.

Children’s movies are $1.50.

All stores require members

to be local residents.
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Arcata businessman
was evaluated
and found to be ona coastal
zone and near a creek.
Officials
are checking into the

Arcata city officials and
homeless advocates met last

(&

to

Yam

7pin

MF

16th & G St. - ARCATA

446-2234

_ Sth & V St - EUREKA

LAAADSON

A proposed site owned by an

By Dawn Hobbs

and health

Voters must
register soon
vote in the Nov. 3 election

@ Councilmember
Lynne Canning will
look toward other
plans that have
been successful.

ated according to
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Wilson signs gay
By Amy Gittelsohn

TUMBERJACK STAFF

person to
Reaction of one local gay
a bill
of
approval
’s
Gov. Pete Wilson
uniopport
job
aimed at ensuring equal
ties for gays is a mixture of surprise and
heartfelt sentiment: “It’s about time.”
The bill is similar to one Wilson vetoed
last year, saying it (the first bill) would
create “a burden upon employers both
guilt and innocent” by overwhelming
ifornia businesses with litigation.
The new bill outlaws employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

The bill exempts religious organizations and businesses with fewer than

five employees.
Mary Weatherly, a gay HSU student
who organizes panels to speak inclasses,
idhad expected Wilson to veto the
sashe
bill.
“There’s been such high pressure put
on Wilson from the right- wing fundamentalist Christian conservatives of the
Republican Party that we expected him
to cave in a second time,” she said.
She said the changing attitude of the
public probably played a partin Wilson’s
decision.
A Newsweek poll conducted in Au- found that 78 percent of responhave
ents felt homosexuals should
equal rights in job opportunities.
Weatherly said the “live and let live”

attitude of many Humboldt County resi-

dents has

ed gays some job protec-

tion.

She said she knows professionals who
are afraid to reveal their sexual orientation. She said this is especially true of

those in the medical and teaching professions.
rintendent
Garry Eagles, assistants
Office of Eduty
Coun
for the Humboldt
employbase
cation, said the schools
ment policies on job merit only.
He said the bill should not affect public employment, which already includes
ovisions to protect employees from
fired for any reasons not job-rebei
la

He said the bill will have more of an

ti oo Ee loaned at tan bill pasced

in theal
drop
ena
ea
called
ry
Wathe
“T think that what we need is nation
ts.”

gay civil
covers

legislation that not only
t but covers housing,

0

health care and the right for gays to serve
and the state departments,”
in the military
she said.
“The thing to realize is that every other

You can
up in this state is protected...

in a wheelchair and be protected,”
Weatherly said. “You can be of different

religions and different creeds and differ-

ent cultures — and the only culture that
gays. Itis
has been ted
has not been protec
time.”
about
is
it
only fair and
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the second-brightest star in _ tional fields.

Lyra constellation. The rest

Lyra. Sheliak comes from the

of the formation looks like a

Farsi shalyak, meaning

“the

parallelogram. In the lower _ turtle.” It was Tooteadia in
right corner, directly south of 1794by English astronomer

Vega,is a faint star called

Te

look

find the

That’s Vega, part of the

gi

the

about

up, and

brightest

Straight
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Beta Lyrae, or Sheliak.

These stars

Relative positions of Sheliak stars

= might be of

.

John Goodricke.Sheliakis

a
mass, or they

might differ

s
2 |

maine SS &
ow | weer

not one star, but rather a

greatly.
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Sheliak is HSU physics

double star, or binary sys-

Early in his

major Mitch R. Patenaude’s
senior project.

_tem.
As many as 80 percentof

observations,
§ Patenaude

a

The name Beta Lyrae de-

the stars we see are binaries.

noticed some-

8

rives from the constellation
and the magnitude, or
brightness, of the star: Beta is

Inabinary system, twostars
orbit one another, bound
together by their gravita-

thing strange
about Sheliak.
He sought

a

.
Disk model

for Beta Lyrae

Gainer

‘ser

a Snety oak.

nen ome
ous ae arene vee

Edge-on view
One t

to explain Beta Lyrae’s unusual

ure is that the

sccretondiesfm obscuresthe leer star rom viwal primary cps,
dary

Source: hen Hubeny and Mire J. Plavec, ‘Bota Lyrae,” The Astronomical Journal, September, 1681
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see

we
CO)

Time

_— There is a distinct cycle of

was referred to Mirek J.

light output from the system,

Plavek at UCLA’s astronomy

consisting of two minima, or

department, who had writ-

uae

|

J

help from a
UC Berkeley professor and

Pole-on view

.

acai

ten a paper on the system.

etic
ee —
Patenaude said. “In fact,
there is a class of binary stars

| dimmest periods, and two

maxima, or brightest peri-

"he light output of a normal
eclipsing binary creates a consistent pattern of peaks and

named after this particular

_valleys in each cycle. Sheliak

the Beta
star system called

is an unusual binary because

Sheliak is an eclipsing

within its cycle. The two

binary: The stars pass in

maxima are slightly different,

front of each other as they

and the two minima are radi-

orbit. When one star ofthe

cally different.

system eclipses another,
most of the light radiating

The amount of light from
Sheliak drops sharply in the

aeiake star.”

from the further star
is ab-

sono by the closer one.

the minima and maxima vary

See Binary, page 16
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Binary
* continued from page 15
grees above the horizon, where
small waver at the bottom, then the atmosphere distorts
the view.
climbs out more slowly. The reNext, he'll study Beta Persius,
sulting line on a graph is unusuathoroughly studied, more regu- asymmetrical, Patenaude
lar, eclipsing binary in the consai
stellation Perseus, also known
Because of this unusual data, as Algol.
astronomers
don’t know how big
Patenaude is a physics major
the two stars are. They do know
because physics is the closest
that the primary star in the sys- thing HSU has to astronomy.
tem is the larger and brighter of
“I tried to create
my own mithe pair (the “loser.") It is losing
nor (in astronomy) only to dismass to the secondary, and dimcover that was impossible,”
mer star (the “gainer”) as they Patenaude said. “Because of my
orbit each other.
previous experience with
Plavec’s 1991 paper on Sheliak
computers—lI've
been programproposes a disk model to exming now for 16 years
— I made
plain the fluctuations of the sys- my emphasis computer modeltem. The unknown secondary
ing in physical science.”
gainer may be surrounded by an
He hopes to go to graduate
accretion disk of the material
school and then teach, preferstreaming from the primary
ably at a four-year school.
loser.
“A lot of major universities
This flared-edged disk might
have combinations of research
account for the odd variations and. teaching, like Berkeley,
and asymmetry in the primary
Cornell, UCLA. But that’sa pipe
minimum. Patenaude is trying
dream,” he said.
to duplicate Plavec’s findings
Patenaude grew up in the Bay
and perhaps add information.
Area and decided to go to HSU
When he finishes his observabecause he has familyin the Blue
tions he'll send the results to Lake area. His father, aunt, uncle
Plavec.
and grandfather
all went to HSU.
Sheliak’s primary is a B-class
Both his father and mother
star with a temperature of about
work at Lawrence Livermore
10,000 degrees Kelvin. The sec- Laboratories doing computer
ondary may also be a B-class modelling of different types. He
star. Our ownsun,aG-class star, attributes his interest in science
is about 5,900 degrees Kelvin.
mostly to his parents.
Sheliak is 800 to 1,200 light-years
away, meaning the light from

-

2p

eo

PP

ie

e+

©
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42

primary minimum, shows a

Sheliak’scycleis
about 12 days,
22.5 hours, a period which
lengthens by 18 seconds every
year. Patenaude has observed
three cycles, and plans to observe two more before the system descends to about 30 de-

+2

eae

the system takes 800 to 1,200
years to reach Earth.
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New tests for science students

PG&E donates spectrophotometer
By Laura Naas

HSU’schemistry department
recently received an atomic ab=
ee hotometer
and Electrie
tric Com
y’s Humboldt Bay
Power Plant.

Professor Bill Wood, chair of
the chemistry department,
said
the spectrophotometer is used
in testing for low levels of metals in solutions.

“It is mostly used to find
toxics,”said Wood, who accepted the equipment on be-

benefit HSU studentsby training them in analytical chemistry, and it will be used in the
environmental research proam.
“We use it in our chemistry
classes at HSU to teach students the technique,” Wood
said. “Humboldt is unique in
its chemistry department, in
that we have undergraduate
students using sophisticated
equipment thatisn’tavailable
to undergrads at other major
universities.”

The $16,500 spectrophotometer was originally used

"Tis gpictepuaetioner Wi’ deren

=
BADD

a

Bevel faginet

-

sioning project in the power
plant’s nuclear unit.
“With changing environmental regulations, the operation expense was excessive,”

said Humboldt Bay Power
Plant
Peter Rigney.
‘The cost wasn’t justified by
using the machine.”
The spectrophotometer has
a ane heavily used since the
mpletion of the
- PG&E donated
ie 25.

project in
it to HSU

“It’s a good example of how
industry can help the university, especially in tight times,”
he said.
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For more information call The Directoré:
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Mitch Patenaude gathers data on the binary star Beta Lyrae at HSU’s observatory on Fickle Hill.
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NSF grants available
@ Minority and women graduates are

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
1700

UNION

ARCATA
Oo F
STREET e ARCATA, CALIFO

encouraged to apply for fellowships in

cal, physical, biological, engineering, behavioral and social
sciences, including the history
and philosophy of science.
Jean Perry, HSU’s coordinator of sponsored projects for
graduate studies, said students
should apply while they are
shopping for a graduate school.
College seniors, first-year
graduate students and others
who have completed a limited
amount of graduate study in science, mathematicsand engineering are eligible
to
apply this fall.
The application
deadlineis Nov.

The National Science Foundation is offering graduate research
fellowships
to graduate students
in mathematics, science and engineering.
In March 1993 the NSF will
award about 1,000 three-year
graduate fellowshipsand minority graduate fellowships, as well
as awards for women in engineering.

Students
will receivea $14,000
stipend for a 12-month fellowand a tuition waver of
$7,500.
The fellowships
are for students
at or near the
begin
of
their graduate study in science

College Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

(small group Bible studies
available throughout the week)
Dr. Clay Ford, Pastor

-At8 a.m.& 10:45 a.m.

Evening Praise

lowships will be awarded
for study leading to masters or
doctoral degrees in mathemati-

Service - af 6 p.m.

Sunday school -all ages- 9:30 a.m.

te

@ sell it. 9
The Lumberjack classifieds.

Opa ra2)

Information and application
materials can be obtained from
the NSF at: The Fellowship Office, National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C., or by calling (202)
334-2872.

or See

|r

7:30 p.m. Sunday.

science, math and engineering.
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North Coast poets flourish in Arcata
By Celia Homesiey
UUMBERIJACK STAFF

“Poetry is the news of the universe.”
— Ezra Pound

oetry long has been known as the language of the soul.
From Wordsworth to Frost to Plath, poetry’s pure
emotion flows from the page into our hearts, launching

us deep into the driving forces of life. Poetry confronts

us with sadness, hate, joy and love, and reminds us we

are mortal.
Perhaps that’s why talking to Arcata’s poets is such
an enriching experience. They live and breathe their

work. There’s poetry in the way they look and talk. It’s

in Stephen Miller’s bearded smile, Judith Minty’s reflective pause as she runs her hands through her hair,
and blazing in Jim Dodge’s blue eyes.
The physical beauty of the North Coast,
as well as the tight-knit community of
artists, is conducive to the spirit of writing and has kept Arcata home to a flourishing group of poets, who have noticed
arevitalization of poetry during the past

year.

Attendance at Jambalaya poetry readings has grown substantially, and new
readings have been attempted around
campus. Something is attracting students
and community members alike to the
rhythms and substance of spoken verse.
“Poetry speaks an intimate truth,” said
Jim Dodge, poet, novelist and creative
writing instructor at HSU.

“People are

drawn to it. There’s something about
getting up and talking about losing your
lover. Other people are sitting there and
have gone through those emotions, and
they appreciate the honesty.”

ome poets believe the search for

honesty is at the root of this poetry
resurgence.

“When financial times get tough, poetry seems to get popular,” said Jerry

Martien, local poet and co-coordinator of

Jambalaya’s poetry series. “It’s the only
place youcan find people who are telling
the truth these days.”

But, even as poetry gains in popular-

poetic expression
ity, fewer outlets for
remain for Arcatans. The Visiting Writers Series, in which out-of-town poets
came to read at HSU, is gone because of

budget cuts.

he loss of the series is a great one,”
Minty, English professor, poet
Judith
said
and creative writing instructor at HSU.
Minty has attended nearly every series
reading since she came here 11 years ago.

“The readings that are put on at the

Jambalaya are trying to help compensate

for that.”

n-mike nights at Jambalaya are
held on the first Tuesday of every month.

Reading begins at 8 p.m. There is a $1

charge, a five-minute limit and a sign-up
ROBERT

SCHEER

THE LUMBERJACK

Nicholas Karavatos, top, reads poetry at the North Country Fair.
in 1986
Karavatos, who lives in San Clemente, Caillf.,
with an English degree from HSU, where he hosted a poetry show
show
om
frthe
on KHSU. Karavatos was
Morry
native
material. Arcata
for broadcasting
ce st Jambalaya. Herman
audien
son
Herman captivates a 90-per

has written several postry books, Including “What Makes the
s.”
's
Dresse
her
Print
Plum Tree Blcseom” and “Grandmot

sheet.
.
“We're hoping that, with the students
back, even more people will come because we've found that young writers
need a place to have an audience,” said
Stephen Miller, local poet and co-coordiss
nator of open-mike night.
100
many~as
as
During the summer
which
in
the open mikes,
le attended
students and community members read.

One of the students was Michael Boren,

co-editor of HSU’s literary magazine,
Toyon.
“I’ve always been intimidated by speaking in front of people,” Boren said. “But
the Jam

is not

this huge

hall where

everybody’s looking at you. It’s the old
tavern thing, and the audience is made of
your peers. It’s comfortable, and because

it’s in the community, it is a lot easier to

read and take criticism.”

esides open-mike nights, Jam- .
balaya holds a reading as part
B
of its writers series on the third
Tuesday of every month, in which two
established poets read. Members of the
series include community poets, HSU
professors and occasionally, students.
“Reading in the series and at the open
mikes has been very heartening to me,”
said Vince Gotera, HSU creative writing

professor and poet. “It’s good to know

that I have a lot of peers. When I write
poems I know I'll have someone to read
them.”
It’s nosurprise the last stand for poetry
in Arcata is at the Jambalaya. Local poet
Morry Herman was tending bar there
when it began.
“The original owners were very interested in making a bar that was very unlike all the other bars,” Herman said.
“Every Tuesday night they'd haveastring
quartet and every Thursday they'd have
a classical grass band. I worked for them
and they knew I was interested in poetry,
so it just followed that we had a poetry
reading.”
Just as the Jambalaya

has

been

an

outlet for community poets over the
years, poetry workshops at HSU have
been a safe haven and learning ground
for student poets to read and share their
work.
“I have taken Judith’s (Minty) work-

shop more times than I can remember,”
said Daryl Chinn, a poet and former student who teaches poetry in the local el-

ementary and high schools. “It has been

really important for my poetry. It has

forced me to listen to other people and to
geta better perspective on my ownwork.”
Boren are that Minty’s workshops
are valuable.
“I brought some poems to Judith and
she showed me how messed up they
were,” he said. “She turned me on to the
style that I’m writing now, the personal

page,22
See Poetry
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Theater Arts offers workshops
to keep education diversified
™@ Faced with ever-shrinking funds, the
department recruits alumni to teach
special one-unit classes.

By Kirsten Frickle
TUMBERJACK
STAFF ===—~—~—~—~—”

After a hacking from the budt butcher, the Theater Arts
ent has rerouted funds
to offer 12 one-unit workshops
in lieu of two regular classes.
Ivan Hess, i
chair, said during the last three
years the theater program has
suffered so many cuts it’s now
down to a basic core of courses.
Many courses that were very spe-

cific have been d

, result-

ing in a loss of diversity within

the department.
Hess said the theater depart-

ment is trying to figure out cre-

ative ways to give students a
broader experience for less
money. To augment the remaining classes at a low cost, the department has invited HSU
alumni to conduct several short-

term, intensive workshops and
share their expertise with sturelated
carein ers
dentsp
ps
worksho
the
for
fields. Money
a
comes from the
S,
t’s sabbatica
d

HessLouisesaid. Williams,

associate
is on
arts,
professor of theater
sabbatical this year. Instead of
hiring a replacement for Willtakingy on extra
ult
iams, facare
work loads to allow those funds
to be applied to the workshops.
“We can do three intensive
workshops in lieu of one threeunit class, so we're getting more

mileage out of the very limited
resources and we still are touching students,” Hess said. “In two
or three days they won't have
toe
ee
get a very focused educathey'l
tion because they'll only be
working on one subject.”

Fall workshops
* Deep Sources — Movement and Imagination: Oct. 30,31 and
Nov. 1.

*
*
¢
¢
¢
*
¢

Physical Theater/ Mime: Oct. 16, 17 and 18.
The Timezone Project (in conjunction with CenterArts): TBA.
Directing Workshop: Nov. 21 and 22.
Advanced Makeup/ Prosthetics: FULL.
Leather Mask-Making Workshop: FULL.
Scene Painting with Yiannis Stefanakis: TBA.
Dramatic Structure, Character and Dialogue in Playwriting:

¢
e
¢
¢
¢

Writing for the Theater: TBA.
Alternative Paths to Getting Published: Oct. 9, 10 and 11.
Design and Special Effects for Film and TV: TBA.
Cinema Lighting Workshop: Oct. 23 and 24.
Sound Design and the MIDI Studio: FULL.

Nov. 13, 14 and 15.

will
Hess said the
connect faculty and students,
take advantage of alumni resources and present some “very

s
exciting”
tie
to study
with
professionals.

e Garvin, a theater arts
senior, said she enrolled in three
of the workshops because the
program
would give her an oppm
hands-on trainng and real-world experience
from someone
working in a professional field.
Hess said the
t has
tried to ee
of subto

workshops to

eadagtin Wie quny saben

Damn

on Cardwell, HSU theater alumnus, class of 1979, will
present
a workshop on different
= to get published.
ve learned the ropes and
I’ve learned different ways of
writing,” Cardwell said. “I'm
hoping to see students from the
and journalism departments
as well as the theater
dead

Designing graduate Dan
Curry, artisticdirector
and associate producer for “Star Trek:
The Next Generation,” will lead
a weekend workshop on —
effects in television and film.
The workshops meet a need
within the structure of the university that nothing else does,
said John Heckel, associate pro-

fessor of theater arts.
“Geta better education for less
money is what the state is —

us we have to do,” Hess

sai

Name: Penny Tarpey
Major: English/French
Year: Senior
Discipline: Literature

Home town: Lansing,
Mich., grew up in Red
Lake, Minn., moved to

Eureka in 1967

Age:43

The
Why poetry: “It’s my method of self-expression.
way

very
| express myself is with words. Poetisry

natural
for me.”

Favorite
poet: Galway Kinnell
Birth of a Colt” by
Favorile poem: “Celebration:

Linda Hogan

Inspiration: The northem woods and Judith Minty
my kids,
havingt:
from en
“Asideem
Greatest achiev
having the courage to go back to schoo! ofter 25
years.
Goals: “Of course. I'll keep writing. | hope to go on
or doctorate and teach at the
for my master’s
university or junior college level.”
Pet peeve: “People who don’t use their tum signals. °
Philosophy: “Don’t
die ignorant.”
“| wouid to like see people
world:
the
to
Message
celebrate diversity. It makes life much more

interesting.”
Tarpey is co-editor
of this year’s Toyon literary magazine.

— Reported
by Kirsten Frickle

m.
“What we're
to do is
preserve some quality without
resources.
The faculty here wants
the most valuable education for
the student and it’s becoming

more and more difficult to
achieve that with the resources

“They just are not going to give

available,” Hess said.

creative ways to augment our

is that enough students will take
advantage of the program and
enerate enough money to alow for more courses to be offered next year.
“If the students don’t register,

us the resources to do what we
need to do. So we have two
choices: We can just cut the hell
out of the programs, in which
case the students geta real shitty
deal, or we try to come up with

The gamble
for the department

if the thing loses money, then I
guess I go wey to boheene
gg ol
ess said.
the program works, twice as
many workshops could be offered next year. “This may become the way a lot of p
will be structured in the future,”
he said.
To enroll in workshops, students must fill out an add card,
have it signed and return it to
the Admissions Office, Siemens
Hall, room 214. Each workshop
eee $10 (the regular late-add

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY
OPEN
7 DAYS!
15th & G Sts. e ARCATA - 822-2942.
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Fine arts contest

Bust out the art
and send it in!
Our paper, mired in journalistic mundaneness, needs your
flair.
We want your snazziest

a

short-short fiction story, your
most prophetic, profound

r
.
r

y

poem and

.

—

|

San Francisco-based Carribean Alistars plan to pull out all the stops Friday night.

Allstars bring island tunes to HSU
By Emily Creely
U

ov &

K

an Francisco world-music
pioneers the Caribbean
Allstars, fresh from recording its second album, “Paths to
Greatness,” will play HSU for
the first time this Friday nightin
the Kate Buchanan Room.
Members of the nine-piece
band have played together in
the Bay Area for 15 years. Com-

ing from places such as Trinidad
and Tobago (South America) and

West Africa, the Allstars play
music combining

reggae and

calypso.
The band makes “a lot of music to dance toand makes people
feel

good,”

said

Hugh

“Sweetfoot” Maynard, founding

member, percussionist and
singer, in a telephone interview
from Sonoma.

After playing calypso in
Trinidad, Maynard said he went
to San Franciscoand began playing jazz to “enhance my repertoire.”
Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Wonder

Maynard said the band’s second album differs from its first
because “the material is better,
produced better and Carlos
Santana sings vn ii.”
Santana met the band members about five years ago at an
Allstars concert and featured
them as his back-up band at the

Concert
Preview

Who: Caribbean Allstars

What: Reggae/ calypso
Where: Kate Buchanan Room
When: Friday, 9 p.m.

Tickets: $7 students, $10
general. info: 826-3928

Ben and Jerry's Music Festival

last year. In addition to Santana,
the band has played and toured
with Steel Pulse, Peter Tosh and

and “of course” Bob Marley influence Maynard because “the

play and give it all up,” he said.
Caribbean Allstars produces
multi-layered

music using a

guitars.
BAM magazine called their
music “a classic reggae sound
with their own distinctive addition of steel drums.”

photograph.
Why does our pillar of
litically correct style, our
ven for Webster's New
World, seek creativity? We at
The Lumberjack decided to put
some oompha into our pages
with a little contest.
So, if you think you're
creative (If ye thinks, ye must
be), send us your best.

¢ No previously published

work or work presently under
consideration. (Simultaneous
submissions to Toyon or the
Raymond Carver contest are

OK.)
A board of six Lumberjack
editors and staff will screen
and judge entries.

This is your chance to flood
the campus with your art. Take
it!

We'll print the winners of

each category (some that place

and show, too), smother them

with praise and lather it all up
with your picture and bio.

But first, before you dash for
your quill, re-read every poetic
journal entry ever made or

David Byrne.

Needle Tatting

and said the title song of the
second album is their favorite

The Lumberjack’s Letters to
the Editor box (Nelson Hall
East, Room 6) by 5 p.m. Friday,

Knit Colors / Cables

10/5

¢ Short-short stories must be
1,000 words or less, typewritten and double spaced.
Include your name and a
phone number on a cover sheet
(name must not appear on
story). If we can’t reach you
before publication, we can’t
include your entry.
¢ Poetry can be free form,
but must be limited to 35 lines

Int. Coed Knitting

Ores

Pine Needle

10/8

song to play because “it relates

to now and finding a way to
God.”

“We want to spread the word

of international peace and spiritual harmony among all people,”
Maynard said in a press release.
The Allstars play music for
the sake of music.

A review of the band’s first
album, “Live and Direct,” in the
S.F. Weekly said the Allstars
“make righteous party music
that’s palatable to those new
and/or used to jah music.” The
album hit number 12 on the College Music Journal charts.

funkiest

action or art, portraits or
pointless; it’s up to you.

clean out PhotoWorld’s film
stock, a few simple guidelines:
© Contest is limited to HSU
students, full or part time.
¢ All submissions must be in

Maynard said spirituality
drives the Allstars’ music. He
believes in a Rastafarian theme

unique mix of steel drums, bass
guitar, saxophone, trumpet and

your

or less and also have information on a cover sheet.
¢ Photographs must be black
and white. Photos can be

“We're just playing cultural
music in a foreign land and we

love it,” Maynard said.

Oct. 23.

aw

Beg.

rey)

THt

if

knows

great copies... it's the place
to discover a full
of
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Basketry

Crochet

10/15

PLEASE PRE-REGISTER
For more information
call 822-4269

OPEN
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Poetry
Continued from page 19

into Arcata’s poetry community.

and the concrete. She pine

woman
and a r,
mike thissumme

Another way shadenisiavaive
at HSU is
themselves in
through Toyon. Students can
can
(non-students
submit
the
on
work
submit as well),

asked if I could read at
ander
lat
her art opening with several
other poets.
“I agreed, and later saw my
name in print, in conjunction

terature that goes into the publication or even aspire to be an
editor.
poet
Penny Tarpey, student,
and co-editor with Boren of this
year’s Toyon, wants to involve
allinterested studentsin the process.
“People think that Toyon is an
exclusive thing, just something
that people in the English department publish in,” Tarpey
said
“This year I want a cross-cultural aspect to it, and I want to
publish people in the commu-

kind of scary,” Jenkins said.

courage to break new

-

board to help choose the

nity. I want everyone to submit,

from biologists
to Native American studies people to English
majors.”

i

Rockin’ out

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN THE LUMBERJACK

San?

given incentive to continue sub-

Albert Collins digs into his Telecaster Sunday

during the show, Collins walked off the stage

ample

to unleash the blues. He led a
small crowd into the lounge like a modernday Pied Piper, giving the unexpecting
crowd
in Karshner
an impromptu show.

night In the Kate Buchanan Room. Collins,
poured
backed by his band the Icebreakers,
himself

into the show

and

Some poets are published for
the first time in Toyon and are

gave

evidence supporting his nick name as
“master of the Telecaster.” At one point

mitting their work in other journals.
Former HSU student Brent
Jenkins, winner of last year’s Jodi
Stutz award (a cash prize that
Toyon gives to a student writer),
was first published in Toyon,
and is now beginning to break

and into the Karshner Lounge — while

Bring in your Paul

Sidelines Sports Bar

Mi

Save $1 on each bott

“I was reading at the open-

me

heard me and

with a poetry reading. It was

Another former HSU student
who has been published many
times in Toyon is 30-year-old
Nicholas Karavatos.
aravatos, who read at
the North Country Fair
last weekend, lives in
Southern California most of the
time and considers himself to be
a working poet.
a
admits that being a
poetisa
life “because you're
never going to get rich,” he has
advice for students who want to
be poets:
“Kee a
poems,” he
said.
“You're
chronicling your
existence. You're creating

a his-

tory. You're writing the history
of real people, of how we live in
1992, you and me.”
As people continue, for what-

php
vespenny
in
,ray
is important
to realize einehip bentoen all
poets.

eng I think we're all
working on the same poem,”
Dodge said.
“We all work on it in our own
way. Everybody that’s ever sat
down and tried to wrestle with
the muses or the demons of the
spirit to ring some utterance out
of their human voice has my

absolute respect.”
=)

Lumberjack |
EXTRA! EXTRA! |
HAPPY HOUR
M-TH

Send The Lumberjack
home to ~~ family

5-8P.M.

FRIDAY 4-8P.M.
Bud & Henry's
Anchor aeacen

Steelhead Ale

for only $7 a semester

75¢

$1.50

1.25

2.25

Peppermint Schnapps

or $12 a year!

$3.25

$1.25 a Shot!

JAPANESE

RESTAURANT

2120 4th ST., EUREKA
ENTER FROM 101 OR V STREET

SPORTS
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QB takes fun-loving approach

Part-time
passers

@ Between studying for teaching
credentials, Chris Oswald helps lead
the HSU offense, having passed for
379 yards and four touchdowns in
four games.
on
HSU quarterback Chris
Oswald describes his style of

playas “kind of reckless but not

out of control.”
At the beginning of this season he didn’t show up for the
first four
practices, but after a
phone call from the coaches, he
re-evaluated his decision to not
s year Oswald hasa
Ph
ent approach.

differ-

Instead of being nervous and
stressful about game situations,
he’s taken a new attitude: have
fun.
“Attimes!’ll winkatthe other
team’s line of scrimmage just to
keep them off-balance, instead
of getting all serious,” he said. “I
don’t let my emotions run wild
or control me.”

Oswald decided to relax his
playing style after a shoulder
tion last year.
And while playing at West
Valley Jr. Collegein Santa Clara,
Calif., he had to abadon other
sportinterest like basketball and
baseball because of knee surand a broken hand.
ow he hasa disk problem in
his back that sometimes causes
muscle spasms, but the team’s
training staff has been able to
provide treatment.

lead HSU
offense
By Kevin Melissare

Luckily he's received treatment from the training staff.
Fullback and former roommate Rodney Dickerson said
Oswald provides leadership on
the field.
“He’s very smart and he
knows what's going on on the

The Lumberjacks don’thavea
regular starting quarterback after four games.
In those games, Chris Oswald
and Garret Montana have alternated by
“That's the game plan,” said
Head Coach Fred Whitmire.
“Right now both
quarterbacks
are playing equal. If one decides
that he wants to play super and
the other plays average, I will
change. But as of now, theyre
both playing average.”
The split in playing time has
left both players with mixed feelings, but they're both doing the
job when called upon.
“When you come out it’s nota
true benching, but it feels that

field,” Dickerson said. “Quar-

terbacks have to know all the

plays.”

In game situations the team
needs concentration, Dickerson
said. “He calms us down.”
Off the field, the 23-year-old
graduate student is working toward his secondary teaching credential in social sciences.
Before teaching at the college
level, he said he would like to
begin student-teaching
in
Trinidad, where
he coached basketball last year.
Oswald said he likes helping
peopleand that’s
why he chosea
teaching career.

way,” Oswald said. “You want
to play through thegame’s highs
and lows.”
“Neither of us have had the
opportunity to shine,” Montana
said. “But I just go along with

schooloolhistory.
history, gsography and
he wane to

political saan

what they say and try to do the

coach football someday.
Thoughhe
spendsalotof time
in school and on the field,
Oswald said he likes hanging
out with the team during spare

best I can.”

Although Oswald has the statistical edge over Montana, neither
ck has surfaced to
take hold of the offensive reins.
Montana and Oswald will get
another chance to duel over the

time.

“My a
ent is kind of like
team central. It’s kind of fun after the games. There’s about 50
guys over here.”
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Graduate student Chris Oswald controls HSU's offense.

No.

1 spot Saturday against

Santa Clara.

Goalkeeper shuts down opponents, sets record
@ Led by a tough
defense and a stingy
goalie, the Lumberjack
soccer team begins
conference play at home
this weekend.

old.
After
uation
from Harbor High
School he recei
a

soccer scholarship to
San Jose State, where
wee

listen.”
Dave Colley
defender
_

squad, he has not allowed a single goal.

“He's really laid back,” said defender

Dave Colley.
Usually, goalies have to be a bit weird
and have an eccentric mentality, oot
said. “You’ve got to enjoyhaving the
kicked at you at excessive
But Taft, defensive leader of the ‘Jacks,
s.”"

is somewhat different.

“He's not very vocal, but when he talks

coments

r

t junior, Taft

started his soccer career in Santa Cruz

Taft's five consecutive shutouts are a

school record.

And with twelve games remaining on
the schedule, the eight-shutout overall
record is in sight.
t Co;

side midfielder

of Notre Dame, out-

Rouse said the op-

team should have scored when

defense let a few players sneak
with the ball, but Taft shut them
down by individual effort.
“Mike doesn’t makea lot of mistakes,”
Rouse said.
the qualitiesa goalkeeper must
Among
have age personal courage, aggressive-

the

just

ture

for the HSU
the defense. In five victories

otic
HSU may have a
of
, but MikeT: s teammates
say he’s more normal than most.

ieee

2

can’t

crazed.”

HSU.

Taft is a

andathleticskills,
Taft said. “You

but when he talks, we

two years

Asa

we listen,” Colley said.
A wildlife

“He’s not very vocal,

re transferring

to

By Hassanah Neilson
TUMBERIAGK STAFF

ness, intelligence

when he was 7 years

be

With thedeparof

Terry

Nickerson from
the team to concentrate on his
studies,

goalkeeping

re-

sponsibilities are left to Taft and Ron
Gorr, who could fill in but has more ex-

ience away from the
goal.
Ped love working with Mike,” Gorr said,
“He’sa great guy, but I'ma field ay sol
On the field Taft is intense and
business-like, Rouse said, but off the field he’s
a different person. “He's easy to getalong
with, talk to, just hang out with.”
Taft said the HSU soccer team is a
close-knit group.
“We're real positive on each other,” he
said. “We don’t get down on each other.
We always try to pick each other up.”
In addition to pursuing a wildlife management career, Taft said he would
like to
coach high school soccer.
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Freshman gets things rollin’

HSU sports calendar this week

Football

J

Oct. 3, at home vs. Santa
Clara University,
7 p.m.

Cross country

By Ben McMorries

Oct. 3, at the Stanisiaus
St. Invitational, Fairfield,
i
Calif.

loo
a sork oOoff
leyball team
waieekoler
ete

igual

a»

a

Volleyball

Soccer

Oct 2, at Chico State University,
7:30 p.m.

Oct. 3, athome vs. San Fran-

clsco State University, 1 p.m.

who red-shirted
last season, is a
valuable asset to the team de-

Oct. 3, at home vs. CSU

Oct. 4, athome vs. San Francisco State, noon.

Hayward,
7:30 p.m.
___ SQUACE: HSU Sons information _|

spite
her age, because
she is ex-

periencedrtd has a good unee

Community announcements
eThe Humboldt Redwoods
Half-Marathon and Marathon

eCenter Activities will be
sponsoring a used outdoor
t swap meet on Oct. 7
from 10 pee to 3 p.m. in
So
the Univer Center quad.
Everyone
is welcome to bring
their outdoor gear to Center
Activities prior to the swap meet
date to be sold through the con-

nships will take place

on Oct. 18.

The road race is the largest in

northwestern California and will
attract 1,500 runners.

Race director
Karen Angel said

the race will attract some of the
fastest runners in the western

>

signment program, or to come

United States. Walkers are also

to the University Center Quad
on Oct. 7 and 8.
For more information regarding Center Activities’ events,
1 826-3357.

encouraged to participate in a
non-competitive division.
For more information

marks

» SWEATSHIRTS

» T-SHIRTS

call

Karen Angel at 442-6463.

re anesee
Mutch said laying

volleyball

eenamebnebiad,

she ay Fetub ball for 0Calin

Fernando Valley.
youngtastashlpe laying at a
hashel
todevelop

fer game hshipstocee
sheher makeiat upup ter
aes
limitations.
“She's not tall for a volleyball
4 inches, and
player, only5 feet,
she doesn’t have much jumping

ability,

but she has lots of heart

more

Jennifer Yanez said.

and esire,” Collen said.
While splitting time between
starting and first substitute,
Mutch is hard-working, sopho-

Last year Mutch and the

coaches decided it would be best
if she red-shirted. The year off
ae ipteec “canst
ei

SCREENPRINTING

Fe

Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
iy ? Sunny Brae Center

Arcata

ounts
Disc
e! ited
futien
time only
- BUMPER STICKERS

mila ehdae

a

QQ
oe)
m

&

fot
adjustto

Though Erin Mutch sat out her first year at HSU, this season she

played
intramural softball.
“I hated the idea of not playing, but it was the right decision,” she said.
is Mutch’s favorite position but she is also a back row
st.

The setter worgegrre:
posi
of
ing quarterback in foo

Mutch said. It

setter.

the offense as a red-shirt freshman
Ingnites

how
fs environment. To
relieve her
vedrive, she

res consis-

team members. The setter is responsible
for distributing the ball
and setting up the plays.
Mutch said when she goes into
the back row it is mainly to give
the team a different
look. That’s
when she can spark the team.
“In the back row you must
serve
pass
as well as you
can, dig for balls and come in to
fire the team ~~ she said.
Collen said
Mutch provides

ancora AT

tency and working well with

re
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him with the opportunity to put
ina player when the team needs
a change or different feel.
“Idecide which position to put
her independingon pansy
SS
"| being a backup to senior
setter Tamara DiBacco, Mutch
has a chance to learn the

position from an experien
team leader, Collen said.
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Volleyball takes on nationally
ranked opponents, wins one

in Colo-

rado.
Head coach Dan Collen said

the nationally ranked teams at

A victory

over Eastern New

Mexico, 15-9, 15-9, 15-3, got

things started for the ‘Jacks.
Next, they faced Northern

Colorado, ranked

fifth in the

nation. With few mistakes, they

Seniors Janay

Bainbridge,

Abby Ackroyd and freshman

Erin Mutch sparked the offense

during the Air Force match.
While Mutch set the ball,
Bainbridge and Ackroyd com-

Defense leads
sridders to victory
By Kevin Melissare

The Redwood Curtain stood
firm at Raider Field Saturday as
the ‘Jacks
elled Southern
State 36-16.
HSU’s defensive line, anchored by Mike Rigby and

Jarrod Spaulding, held the Raid-

ers of Southern
State
College to minus five rushing
yardsand, with the help of tight
coverage in the secondary, to 98
s overall.
“They definitely complemented each other,” defensive
coordinator Doug Adkins said

of the secondary and defensive
line.
Defensive
back
Byron
McMorries picked upa quick six
when
he rananinterception back
35 yards for a touchdown.
Rob Brady ran 22 yards for a
touchdown after a blocked field

Spaulding created his own
scoring drive when he leaped
over an attempted cut block and
sacked the Raider quarterback
in the the end zone.
“We had a hard week of practice and came out focused,”
Rigby said. “So we pinned our
ears back and kicked butt.”

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

The losses were a learning experience for the team, Collen
said. “Being around teamsof that
caliber shows us that we are almost on their level. We just need
to learn to finish teams off.”
A difficult schedule in preseason will help the team as
Northern California Athletic
Conference play gets underwa
this Friday atChico, Collen said.
The Lumberjacks come home

Saturday to face CSU Hayward
at 7:30 p.m. in the east gym.

KING

BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Congratulations
to Triathalon
Winners!
Men-

19 & under- Ben Gilbert
e2()-35- Kiet Tran
e35+- Loren Azevedo
Women-

Soccer sets

¢ 19 & under- Sabrina Gard

°20-35- Erin Twomey

record despite

°35+- Caren Potter

Tag Team-

weekend loss

¢Men- Chelsea’s
eWomen- Crewtons

The HSU soccer
team defeated

eMixed- Long Shot

San Jose State, 1-0 on Friday, but
suffered
a 3-0
Westminster College

OF

loss to
on Satur-

day, ending
the San Jose Spartan
tournament with a 1-1 record.

With his fifth straight shutout
against the San Jose Spartans,
goalkeeper
Mike Taftsetan HSU

Undefeated
intramural Teams
Softball

TeamUSA

record

The overall shutout record for
a single season is eight.
Taft is the leader among
NCAC
goalkeepers.
Kamika Sherwood wasnamed
NCAC co-player of the week for
scoring the winning goalagainst
San Jose State.

ThursdayFowl Play
Black Sox

Fogheads
Bases Loaded
Wombats

Hatin’ ft
Unknowns
Master Blasters
Dancing Herd
FridayMavericks

Mystic

Squids

Bushwackers
Mud Hens

WednesdayTomato Heads
Chelsea
The Blazers

Mike's Kids

SundayDan Savelift

TKE

The J.B.'s
The Wrens
Weidemann's
Lit!’
Debbies
G-Stri
Sure Gloves

STUDENTS:
10% OFF |
ALL IMPORT
PARTS
ex

sale and
order iteme

Basketball
6ft.Ramblers
The Magic

as

“A” Leag
a Tks

" Leag
pa. Reality

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

Gina Bouma

“Turkey Trot” Fun Run
November 22,1992.
10:00a.m., 1992.
fy

ran
roe.

AD

Premier Tournament

Denver University.

IN

tory.

last weekend at the Northern

INT

team.

The women’s volleyball team
took one match but lost three

bined for 56 kills.
Drained emotionally and
poyeeeny after the match,
Collen said they set themselves
up for the 5-15, 14-16,3-15
loss to

GENUINE

the pecs — - toughest preseason
e HSU
faced since he’s coached the

handed HSU a 7-15, 8-15, 1-15
defeat. Collen said that the team
wasn’t overpowered, but inconsistency was a problem for HSU
during the match.
Next on theschedule was 20th
ranked Air Force, in whatCollen
said was the most nerve-racking
match he’d ever coached. HSU
had 15 chances to put away the
match in the fourth game, but
Air Force fought back for a 1510, 12-15, 15-12, 15-17, 10-15 vic-

By Ben McMorries
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© 20% Discount with student
body card

+ 20% Off deliveries to dorms

Mon. & Tue. 5-10 p.m.

‘HAPPY HOUR
TUES. =

we

|

ee a -7 p.m.

Beers : $3 (60 02) pitchers
of domestic beers
$ 4.50 (60 02.) pitchers of
Samuel Adams
Sierra Nevada

All beers 75¢ a glass

N

We offer pizza by the slice.
NEW FEATURE:
Whole wheat crust
in addition to original

& deep

dish!

4

se

3.00 off 16" large

nm

Bl at Te Arcata
00 off 13" medium
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Protest responsibly
assling the overworked
campus administration
and staff is abusive and
senseless. They have enough
frustration already without the
additional fear of an unorganized
mob shouting and threatening
outside their doors.
CSU students have a right to be
angry at the 40 percent fee increase and the decrease in educational opportunities. But if students truly desire change, responsible methods are needed.
Wednesday and Thursday, HSU
students directed their frustration
at the CSU education crisis in
several ways. Some may help
solve the problems; others were
pointless acts of frustration that
will never amount to anything.
Consider the following:
The financial aid office had to
close early Thursday because of
protest disorder — a day after
some belated checks had become
available for distribution.
eOne instructor suggested
frustration be directed at HSU
cashiers by writing 186 checks for

guage by students.
*Despite HSU’s woes, US.
News & World Report found it to
be the “best buy” of all westernregion colleges.
The HSU administration is
doing everything in its power to
ease the budget crunch, including

the use of a dwindling work force
to write grant proposals and
increase fund-raising efforts.
Long-range plans are being de-

veloped to coordinate all campus
purchases and avoid ad hoc purchases, while the non-academic
payroll (maintenance, health care,
administration, etc.) has been

slashed dramatically.

If it’s poor policies that caused
the crisis, change the policy makers. Some speakers presented sen-

sible ideas for accomplishing this.
It can be done through letters

and petitions to legislators and
CSU board of trustee members;
voting for or against policy makers; or even joining the movement

to recall Gov. Pete Wilson, whom

many believe to be the key player

$1 each.

in the fiscal crisis.
It’s time to confront California’s

while expressing sympathy, said

idealistic attitudes that belong in

Several university officials,

they were bothered by some lack
of civility and use of foul lan-

yg
aaa

Vill

NISDIRECTED BNERcy

troubled economy and abandon

the past, when California’s econ-

omy was strong.

Letters to the editor
Cough up the $186
It seems ironic to me that the protesters
ainst the fee increase have no one to
ame but themselves. It is the same liberal ideology that, on the one hand, cries
for free educational opportunities, and
on the other hand demands governmental largess in the areas of housing, welfare, and health care. They fail to see the
competition for limited tax funds between
these four.
Because of the fiscally liberal ideology
which dominates California policies, revenues are downand expenditures are up.
The $186 fee increase is the state’s way of
asking you to first, show a little investment in 5g education; second, share in
to pay
the burden of statewide measures

ms; and third, make up
for social p
for revenues lost due to liberalism’s abhorrence to someone making a profit.

cially if thousands of students at HSU

about the worst possible thing they can
doto the needy people of the third world.

and throughout the state do this — and

These people in developing countries,

besides, it is a better idea than just walk-

mostly non-white, are being strangled by

total per-student cost for one year on a
CSU campus is $7,596, of which the state

ing out of classes.
Currently, paying is voluntary! Some
time in October, they will send those who

overpopulation that will ultimately lead

According to the 1992-93 Catalog the

is asking you to contribute $1,456; the

remainder is proof of the state’s generos-

ity.

I think it is about time for students on
this campus to take a break from the
protest du jour, dive into their tie-dye,

incense, and recreational hallucinogen
fund, cough up $186 and quit whining so
others may have the same opportunities
they have had.

quence of the action are minimal espe-

At a later point they will withhold student services and grades from students.
Thursday, Vice President Christensen
said we will “disenroll” students on TV.
But Christensen didn’t have a clue when
or what they would do if thousands
from the A.S. office.

otherwise have access to family planning

don’t pay. Don’t pay! Get an IOU for fees

laws on our behalf. Although the

administration is starting to make vague
threats of disenrollment at some un,
the conseknown date far in the future

Dan Close

senior, natural resources

senior, social science

you're going to come
how
Wondering
fee incvenans at
illegal
of
$188
uP with
umboldt State? Do the easiest direct
action of your life. Don’t pay it!
The fee increase violates so many laws
that they are too numerous to be listed
here. It is also an unjustified tax on the
nt of society least able to afford it.
Caving in to this type of extortion dimintors who
with the
ishes our

Jose show that he cares about women in

Africa and other places who are using
hangers for abortion, because developed
countries such as the United States were
too selfish to give them access to birth
control? Planned Parenthood clinics are
often located in African-American and
Latinoneighborhoods, because those tend

have not paid a letter asking for money.

William R. Matheny

Don’t cough it up

to war, famine, and disease. Why doesn’t

Birth control access
I am

writing

in reopens

Cardenas’ misleadi
tion: a Historical Look.”

to Jose

itorial, “Abor-

The Rev. Jesse Jackson was quoted from

a 1977 speech suggesting abortion was a
conspiracy to exterminate blacks. If Mr.

Jackson believed in such a conspiracy,

why did he endorse the pro-choice
Dukakis ticket in 1988, after saying he
had matured in the last few years? Jesse
Jackson is now pro-choice.

By refusing to accept family planning
efforts that include birth control, anti-

abortion organizations are going just

to be poor areas where people wouldn’t

services.

Perhaps Mr. Cardenas should stick to
his job as sports editor.
Kevin Leveille
junior, environmental engineering

Pete not harmless
a

the article on local homeless

When I came to HSU four years ago, it

was my first time living away from my

parents, and I had led a sheltered existence.
Pete made me curious. Like the editor
who assigned the story, I asked around,
wondering what his story was. What |

See Letters, page 28
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OPINION
The best reason to
vote for Clinton
values. Bush cares more about oil revenues than

By Peter Narensky

education and he is married to the big-business elite,

The best reason to vote for Bill Clinton this Novem-

ber is George Bush.
Take a close look at the last 12 years under Bush
and Reagan, and don’t be misled by the facade of

patriotism Bush and his advisers are constantly

pumping onto the airwaves.

Underneath the cloak of the righteous moral

crusader lies the real George Bush.
Disguised as conservatives wishing to return

America to the good ole’ days before crack, AIDS,
and single-parent families, the Republican power
structure has managed to gain the votes of those
afraid of or angry about these and other social issues.
Ironically, most social ills have grown exponentially
worse since the advent of the New Right 12 years ago.

Scared by cop shows and evening news broadcasts
depicting homicidal, cocaine-crazed minorities, the
masses are primed for a law-and-order president

ready to shoot it out with the bad guys.

To win votes the Republicans preach “family

values,” “education,” and “environment” — hollow
words designed to persuade the minds of the unconscious, media-blitzed populace.
Bush cares little for the citizens of this nation. He is
far more concerned with satisfying the desires of his
multi-national corporate sponsors than with family

collar white male.

It is a shotgun wedding. Clinton is attempting to represent construction workers in Texas
and at the same time meet the needs of lesbian
couples seeking to adopt children in San
Francisco.

Clinton is trying to represent a large portion of
American society, while Bush remains a blueblooded Yale boy completely alienated from the

disaster his trickle-down economic policy has
created.
Clinton’s America is more attractive and a lot

more honest than Bush’s “kinder and gentler
world,” and at least there’ll be a sax in the White
House.

In Founder’s Hall, there resides a Prof
Who thinks the custodian just sits on

his duff.

Alas!
‘Tis pointless to argue, but a question

remains.

On what does the Prof sit? Could it be
his brains?
With the current financial situation, all
of us are a wee bit testy. Still, I feel the

need to set something right.

Through attrition and budget layoffs

our ranks have dwindled from 78 custodial positions and a wealth of temporary

student positions to 39 full-time and four
temporary positions.

Recently a professor was heard to tell
his class that the custodian in the building does two hours of work and sitson his
a- - the rest of the time. I believe it to be
unprofessional for one university employee to denigrate another in that maner.
More so, I feel embarrassed for this

;

Narensky is a Lumberjack staff writer.

to inquire, he would have learned that
the custodian was working only two
hours in that area, as he also cleans a
substantially larger building.
We're allin this together, and although

Working hard

S

Party, and still appeal to the average, blue-

° Continued from page 27

hurt, he is currently engaged in returning
all the pain that has been meted out to
him by harassing the women of Arcata.
Emily Elders
senior, English

Lee

Bush has destroyed the United States economically and has broken the moral and spiritual
fiber of the country in the name of greater
profits for his corrupt corporate comrades.
Will Bill Clinton do any better?
Clinton knows he must cater to the
myriad special interests of the Democratic

Letters

ing bubble, bringing happiness
and smiles
to everyone, but I do not believe he really
thinks that. Respect must be mutual. If it
is true that this man has had a life full of

Sa

not the man on the street.

educator who can so easily pass judg-

heard was “Oh, that’s Pete the rag-man;
he’s a little loopy, but he’s harmless.”
This is not true.
It is not harmless to continually have to
push unwanted hands off. It is not harmless to be perpetually on the lookout four
blocks ahead in order to have time to
change my path to avoid the hands of
Pete. It is not harmless to have him stand
outside my window at midnight, yelling
profanities at me because I went inside
when I saw him walking down the street.
Pete may view himself as a free-float-

See

a
Ce

28

ment while lacking an understanding of
the situation. Had this scholar bothered

you may not see us at every turn, we are
here doing our jobs with pride, dignity,
and humor!
Nicki Fuller
Plant Operations

HSU Republicans
I am writing in regards to the large

number of unknowledgeable people at
this campus. While starting the college
Republicans here at HSU, I have had
close to 50 of my fliers torn off the walls
by some people who think they are the
only ones who belong here.
I think it is great that there is a Democrat club here and alsoaGreen Party club,
so why is it so wrong to have a Republican club on campus?
Another problem I have run into is
people defacing my fliers with swastikas.
I know a lot of you out there are not too
intelligent, but must you show it? The
chairman of the California Republican
Party happens tobe black. Itisno wonder
why so many of the people on this campus support Bill Clinton; you don’t know
what you’re talking about so you might
as well find a leader of the same caliber.
In closing, let me say that no one in my
club tears down your fliers, so why must
you tear down mine? You guys are the
same ones fighting to get rid of censorship and urging everyone to live peacefully. Practice what you preach.
John W. Schutt Jr.
junior, music

Name calling
The lame diatribe by Jesse Poppick
(Sept. 16) should have been hurled into
the editor’s trash can.

Through juvenile name calling (i.e.,

Bumblejack, Lumberjoke, Jack-me-off)

ae insinuates that The Lumberjack
did not inform students last 7s about
the potential impact caused by the state
budget dilemma.

Perhaps a

needs to brush up on

his reading skills. The budget crisis was
covered repeatedly last semester, taking
up two front covers and numerous column inches. At the close of last semester,
the full impact was not known.
The Lumberjack did report the budget
cuts would be “devastating” as HSU’s
previous budget wasstretched tothe limit
and 85 percent of its budget covers salaries and benefits. Only after The Lumber-

jack covered the budget story did other
local media report it as well.
If you were dissatisfied with the coverage, Mr. Poppick, you should have voiced
your nonsense last spring, when I was
reporting the story. Perhaps your misdirected energy would have been better
spent pointed to the officials responsible

for the fee increase, including Gov. Wil-

son, the state legislature, or Arneze Wash-

ington, the student representative on the
CSU Board of Trustees who voted (and
we did report it) for the fee increase.
Peter Finegan
sophomore, journalism
Editor's note: Finegan is a former Lumberjack staff writer.

Campus recycling
The article on clubs and organizations

in the Sept. 16 issue of The Lumberjack
was great except it failed to mention one
very important organization that tries
extremely hard not tobe missed —CAM-

PUS RECYCLING PROGRAM!
Notonly does Associated Students provide 25% of our funding, but the CRP
collection bins around campus are an
oe
example that HSU recycles!
CRP
participated in the Clubs and Activities Fair to introduce new and returning students to this vital, indispensable
member of the HSU community. Our
activities include everything from the
thrill of collections on the human-powered ecocycle and educating local school

children on composting with worms to
being a key agency in the Solid Waste
Reduction Model Program sponsored by
the California Integrated Waste Management Board.
rated by students with a vision for
the future, CRP has instituted programs
that have made a difference in our community and continues to be a great vehicle for anyone interested in waste reduction to bring their ideas to life.
To learn more on reducing, reusing
and recycling come to the Open Meetings
every first and third Monday in Nelson

Hall East, room 113 or stop by Warren
House 53 and GET INVOLVED!

Eleanor Armstrong
junior, natural resources

Loose or lose?
I would like to compliment The Lumberjack staff for its effort this semester.

The artwork, photographs and layout all
show improvement over the previous
two years since I first started reading this

paper. Generally the content reads like it
received more attention as well.
What really got my attention was
“Peace, Love and the American Night-

mare” (opinion, Sept. 23). More specifically, the phrase “choose or loose.”
One spelling error shouldn’t be cause
for alarm. Yet I have seen the word “lose”
spelled “loose” in previously published
articles, in an artist’s work, even chalk
messages on campus walkways. When

an error passes once, it can be passed off
as a typographical error. Beyond that I
begin to wonder whether a copy editor is
lazy or if Humboldt County has just acbe
spelling mistakes as the norm.
think

journalism students who are

responsible for The Lumberjack do strive
for accuracy and to maintain standards.
But if university students don’t know

how to spell or at least use their computers fully, those who honestly do not know
the spelling of words might construe
their incorrect usage in a newspaper article as fact rather
t spelling.
A. Derner
senior, media production

Don’t rant!
Get a chant!
HSU — A speaker last Wednesday spouted vitriol like a
hideous, politically active gargo le fountain, attacking state
officials, CSU officials,
HSU fhcials and anyone else unlucky enough to be considered official.
The crowd, feasting on the mindless diatribe, absorbed
every word of the toilet-bow! overflow like a dry sponge.
“Let’s march on McCrone!” went the cry, and 60 boisterous
bovines stampeded to the president's office.
On the way they began a chant that sounded something
like “Some say please! Some say cheese! Where’s our fuckin’

money?” It was hard to tell exactly what the words were
because the flock lacked unity.

Revelling at a chance tocussat the university president, the

30 sheep who followed just for the show stopped smirking
and took up the chant.

When a student said
McCrone wasn’t there, the
movement
was crushed. Half
of the crowd recognized the
march for the futile action it
wasand went back outside to

Cutting
to the core

buy friendship bracelets from
« the vendors.
The
protesters

doomed to fail from the start
understand the issue, or even
wrong target, but because they
“Some say please! Some say
money?” What kind of a chant

were

— not because most didn’t
because they aimed for the
had a bad chant.
cheese! Where’s our fuckin’
is that?

Chanting 101

Any goud protester knows a protest falls flat on its face
unless it gets on TV. PLO rioters who appreciate the value of
TV coverage and know how to manipulate the media carry
signs written in English. Not many Palestinians watch NBC
after work, let alone read English.
The “cheese chant” will never clutter the airwaves uncen-

sored. News directors would hack the “fuckin’ money” part
right off, leaving everyone in town to wonder why the state

didn’t give those nutty students enough cheese.
Though the cheese chant has a great rhyme — a couplet to
be exact — it could benefit from a rhyme at the end. “Some
say please! Some say
cheese! We hate rising

tain ring to it, buts - PLO rioters who ap-

Hunger in our community:
some ideas on how to end it
preached to? Asked a bunch of personal
questions? Made to feel demeaned?

By Béa Tomaselli
OPINION EDITOR

I’m
times
My
The

a junkie. Gotta have my fix at least three
a day.
addiction? Food.
focus on homelessness and hunger in our

community in recent weeks has brought back

memories of my first semester at HSU, back in

the fall of 89, when getting my fix wasn’t always
SO easy.
I remember getting

up one morning and going

to the fridge in search of breakfast. The glare of
the refrigerator light bulb greeted me along with

fees!” That has

a few condiments — nothing else.

“Tie “viene fees”

Preciate the value

chant
has too many
syllablesand doomsit-

Of TV Coverage

I washed down some dry cereal with a glass
of water and felt some comfort in knowing I
could get a few free pizza slices at my evening

self to butchery
by a

eg structure ex
ee
i

pectoct for
t

t

therantingsofanemo-

tional mob. For lack of

precedence

in re-

and know how to

manipulate the

media carry signs

written in English.
Not many

Pal-

search, this form wil estinians watch
OverAnyThreeTwoRule.”Over = NBC after work, let

Three chant has these

GlOne read English.

qualities: 1) the first
line will contain two
syllables, 2) the second
line will contain three syllables. It should go without saying
these lines should rhyme.
A classic example: “Hell no! We won’t go!”
Another example, from last spring’s televised rally on the
Art Quad: “No way! We won't pay!
They’re rated G, so they're
Both of these chants are ideal.
and they're simple,
televisable; they rhyme,sothey’recatchy;
along for the fun can repeat
so any poser who has
them.
One last tip: Those who wantan official to hear their gripes,
no matter how valid, should never march into an
administrator's office chanting the F-word.
McCormack is The Lumberjack's managing editor.

job at an Arcata pizza parlor.

No, no and no. The staff was friendly,
compassionate, non-judgmental, and best of all,

I didn’t have to listen to a sermon.
The situation improves
Life has become much sweeter for me since
then. I even find myself with extra food to share

occasionally. I stopped by the food endeavor last
week to see what their needs were.
“We're having

including clean paper and plastic bags and lidded jars for storing food. They have an account
(# 124) at the Arcata Community Recycling

Center for people who want to donate their

Broke — with no other

food and payday almost
a week away — I

wondered how I’d cope.
I didn’t want to burden
my financially strapped
parents or my roommate, Kim, who was
struggling to raise two

children on AFDC.

Broke — with no other
food and payday almost
a week away — |
wondered how I'd cope.

Kim and her children
bounded, through the

front door and inter-

rupted my thoughts, their arms replete with

sacks of groceries.

“We just got back from the Arcata Food

problems getting fresh

roduce, especially in the winter,” Daniel
rumm, the food resource coordinator, told me.
He also explained the need for recyclables,

recyclables revenue.
People needing their
food or recyclables
picked up can phone
the endeavor, he said,

at 822-5008.

Food endeavor
director Kathy Anderson said volunteers are
needed, especially for
fundraising. She told
me the endeavor has
been feeding an
average of 2,136 people a month this year.
“We're getting a little bit of flack for feeding
so-called homeless people,” Trumm said. “But
we don’t discriminate against anybody. We
have deadheads come in here and we have
loggers come in here too.”

Endeavor,” Kim said, smiling.
“What's that?” I asked.
“They give free food to people in need,” she
replied, unloading bread, produce, bagels,
cheese, eggs, and canned and dried goods onto
the table in front of my drooling mouth. “Once a

Those living in Eureka or points south can be

month we go down to get nearly a week's

fed at Food For People (315 B St.; 445-3166).

supply of groceries.”

e hours for the endeavor’s monthly grocery

giveaways were weekdays 9-11:30 a.m., Kim
went on, and they were located behind Arcata

Presbyterian Church at 11th and G streets.
I finished breakfast and headed downtown.
As I waited in line for my food I felt a little

uneasy. I had been raised with the work ethic

and here I was accepting a handout. Would I le

The Arcata Food Endeavor serves those in
need living in northern Humboldt County.

Keep them in mind if: your garden is growing
more than you can eat; you have too much food
left over after a party; your roommate moves

out and leaves a full cupboard behind; you have
funds you want to give to a charitable cause; or
you have some volunteer skills or recyclables

you'd like to share.

They’re also nice to know about if you’re in
need of a food fix but short on funds.

4 ‘
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CLASSIFIED

LOOKING FOR PART-TIME
Telemarketing
and Sales Assistant
with Mondok Business Systems,
. the local authorized Xerox agency.
Call Richard Mondok at 443-1598
9/30

or Kurt at 839-4414.

12/5

SEAVICES
NEED ACADEMIC TYPING?
Send cassette(s)
or legible copy to
Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt &
accurate word processing. Laser
printing. 445-5771. P. O. Box
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155.
HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING! For all your typing
needs, call 443-6128 and ask for
Meari.
. 10728

AUTOMOTIVES
‘86 1252 YAMAHA
excellent condition,
windshield, helmet
cluded. Call Frank
$1,200 OBO.

444-2894.

SCOOTER,
runs great,
and rack inat 839-0863.

1982 NISSAN SENTRA HATCHBACK. AC, P/S, Automatic, Alpine stereo $800. 1982 SUBARU
WAGON, 4-wheel drive, 4 speed.
$1,200.
Both run great—what
deals! 822-3149.

NEED A BABYSITTER? Call Tina
Bolling, 822-7976.

References

MEMOREX 4 HEAD VCR, 1 year
with remote. $150. 822-0412,
aul.

MAC CLASSIC 2/0 with external
floppy. Very new. $500. Louis
826-0917.
MAGNAVOX 61” T.V. with remote. 1 year old $1500. Paul,
822-0412.

PERSONALS
NIKI F. AND KAREN S.. Never
eat more than you can carry.
ee
Oops, looks like it’s too
ate.

available.

WANTED
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
beautiful
Eureka home with 2 other
roommates, near golf course.
$300/mo + deposit + utilities.
443-4747.
#30

MIKE CACHERO
FROM SUNNYVALE: Please call Anne and 8225725.

DIAPER CHANGER WANTED:
New mom needs help! Must be
able to work on-call with little notice. $1.00 per diaper.

)
a

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
every Wednesday 11POTLUCK
1 p.m., Nelson Hall 116. RAD
WATCHERS monitoring timber
harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,
Nelson Hall 118. Info—Orange,
822-6896.
JOIN THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS! Come meet
and help elect
our Republican leaders. Tuesdays 7 p.m. Founders Hall 106.
Bush/Quayle Seymour Herschensohn Riggs Sparks. The right
choice.
OCEANOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
BEACH CLEAN-UP/BBQ big Lagoon Beach, Saturday, Oct. 3 at
11 a.m..
Bring grillable and
munchables.

FOR RENT
TOWNHOUSE
IN ARCATA. This
is a great opportunity to have your
living expenses covered by roommates. With normal down, payments are less than prevailing
rents. Worth exploring the possibilities! Pro-Pacitic Realty. 8221757.

LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIED
ADS
WORK
IN A BIG WAY!

YOUR CLASSIFIED AD COULD
GO HERE! Classified Ads really
work. Maybe you have extrathings
lying around the house you'd like
to sell or rent, or if you've been
looking for something, maybe
somebody else has it lying around
jena’ _
Either way, ADVER-

Place ads at the
University Ticket Office
by Friday at 4 p.m.
Just $5 for 25 words,
10¢ per word thereafter.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES:
$2 for 25 words,
5¢ per word thereafter.

Ll

Pacific
Rim
datites| Computers

ALL

VALUE

Pacific Rim Computers
takes the mystery out
of computers.

OFFICE PRODUCTS
Office Supp lies
School Supplies
Computer Supplies
Bookkeeping Supplies
Office Furniture
for Home and Office
DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT I.D.
MON - FRI 8 a.m. -— 5:30 p.m.

SAT 10 a.m. — 4p.m.

822-0527
FAX SERVICE 707 822-0546

883 H St. on the Arcata Plaza

970 I Street, Arcata * (707) 822-7411
Corner of 10th & I Streets
in the Seely Titlow Bldg.

ne

COLLEEN’S CLOSET—Quaiity
experienced, new and vintage
clothing for men and women.
Reasonable prices. 854 9th Street,
Arcata. Across hallway from Casa
de Que Pasa.

|
|

ee

SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback
riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity
Alps horsepacking adventures;
terrific horses, excellent rates,
beginning or experienced OK;

ea,
|

noe a

TRAVELHOST OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA is seeking account
executive to sell a new product.
Call on restaurants and local
businesses. Commission potential
Students
$25-60M per year.
preferred,
but
will
train
professionals.
Cold calling
experience given priority. Call
today for interview details.
Imediate start date. Call441 3734.
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CALENDAR
~—¢ Blues-rock

Wednesday
Et Cetera ee

in

e “Range

‘

jabra
e St. Mary’s

band SVAHA in the

Et Cetera

Australia”

lecture,7 p.m. in Natural Resources

’

"Text

Science Building 224.

a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow, Harry

information.

p.m. in Founders Hall Room 118.

information.

Sun

Hal 203, 826-3731 for

‘ ° oe annual St. Luke’s
oundation/The Ink People

>

cale

Sports

Cetera
Et Cefera

in Eureka, 442-6413 or 725-4467
Inn information.

e Soccer vs. San
soccer field, 1 p.m.

S at

or 443-3685 for

in a

_— maintenance workshop, 4
° Bicycle

d
uraa

y

SPorts

for
to 7 p.m. at the Campus Center
Appropriate Technology, 826-3551

e Soccer vs. San Francisco
State, at soccer field, noon.

Friday

Redwood Bowl, 7 p.m.
¢ Women’s volleyball vs.

oo

for information.

¢ Football vs. Santa Clara at

ya

. Prairie Creek Redwoods State

Park, 822-2894 for

ndar?

i
Send or bring information on

campus to The Lumberjack

Calendar, NHE 6, HSU, Arcata.
:

«information.
‘

e

Francisco State at

Et Cetera
¢ Sierra Club day hike in

z

event

your
in

fundraiser, 6:30 p.m. at the Eureka

for

Clam

see

to

ant

day

Th ursday

e “Medieval Women Authors,”
open discussion 7 p.m. at 1215 M St.

“

¢ Humboldt County Cycling

Championships, 7:30 a.m. at

video from 6 to!Ton eltay ont 10 _Beach State Park, 839-8296 for

° “Mo’ Better Education” video,6 —_ Griffith

saat

e St.Mary’s Parish
Centennial Bonanza, 1

to 9 p.m., 1730 Janes Rd.

¢ Humboldt County Cycling Championships, 1 p.m. in
Bayshore Mall, front parking lot, 839-8296 for information.

CSU Hayward at East
Gym, 7:30 p.m.

aa

ie

e

ane

Parish Centennial

Bonanza, 6 p.m., 1730 Janes Rd.

quad, 677-3504 for information.
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¢ Deadline to register for the

ipo sad Eoghan Placen oe

acement Test

4:30in the Testing Center,

Ag

¢ Faculty

concert, 8 p.m.

Et Cetera

in Fulkerson

Science BuildingB 133 through Nov. 14, 822-4360 for information.

—_Recital Hall.

:

a
> emt
a i eats

news

¢ “Elementary Education & English Teacher Training in

Belize” and “Environmental Education in Gambia” slide

shows at 5:30 p-m. in Nelson Hall West 232, 826-3342 for

Cannery Row seagulls

—
Tuesday

£1Cetera
¢ Open

mike poetry at the Jambalaya, 8 p.m., 822-4766 for
information.

‘

,

a

er

ONT

¢ Friends of the Dunes docent training sessions, 7 to 9 p.m. in

at

Tha Woe
a 3 ok

Dither.

101 to Guintoli
Exit
GeexttD
822-4861 ext.

‘

mea

Guys

The Lumberjack
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What do journalists know about
art, poetry or fiction?
Well, not a whole hell of a lot! That’s why

The Lumberjack is holding a contest

for HSU

student photographers, poets and

writers to show us how it’s done.
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OK, now that we've got you
i

a,

>

,

a

interested, read the details on

page 21 inside.
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COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES

ieee

E

| ~~

-
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11PM
NOON TO :
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOON TO :
1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —
ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
CORNER 5TH & J STREETS,

